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Abstract
The emerging large integration micro- and macro-electromechanical systems based
on soft materials such as microfluidics, biomedical devices, flexible optical display,
energy harvesting, and robotics demand actuators with high performance, flexibility,
fracture tolerance, light weight, and on-chip integration availability, which cannot
be met by traditional inorganic actuator materials such as piezoceramics and shape
memory alloys. Electroactive polymers (EAP) with large strain, high elastic energy
density, easy processing, and tailored properties hold the promise to meet these
challenges. The ionic polymer conductor network composite (IPCNC) actuators
which are operated at very low operation voltage (<5 V) offer additional benefits in
micro- and macro-scale applications because they can be directly integrated with
advanced microelectronics. Compared with other ionic EAPs which can also be
operated with low operation voltage, IPCNC actuators which provide broader
improvement space with their flexible structure and material selectivity are chosen
in this dissertation study.
This dissertation discusses the limiting factors in IPCNC actuators and
develops solutions to overcome the barriers of low actuation speed and
electromechanical efficiency. Two important components, conductor network
composites (CNCs) and electrolytes, which determine performance of IPCNCs are
investigated and analyzed for developing improvement solutions.
CNCs where the insertion of ions generates actuation strain, have been
found to play a key role on IPCNC performance. This is the first time to clarify the
importance of CNC thickness in determining the IPCNC actuator speed. In IPCNC
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actuators, thin CNC layers will lead to fast actuation speed. The possibility of
realizing fast speed in IPCNC actuators with thick CNCs is also investigated by
controlling CNC microstructure morphology. In IPCNC actuators, it is CNC layers
that control actuator speed. Ion transport in traditional porous composite electrodes
is slow because of long transport paths caused by both large thickness and random
morphology. CNCs with thickness more than 20 μm are usually fabricated due to
the limitation brought by the fabrication methods. To solve the problem, layer-bylayer (LbL) self assembly with fine thickness control ability is used to fabricate
CNC layers, with ultrathin thickness (sub-micrometer). Increases in actuator speed
(response time ≈ 0.18 s) is demonstrated with LbL CNCs. An additional
improvement is also shown where strain has been increased to 6.8%, compared with
traditional IPCNC or ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) (maximum strain ≈
3.3%). Also, thin CNCs have led to both high electrical and electromechanical
efficiency. The importance of CNC morphology is demonstrated in IPCNC
actuators, for the very first time thanks to recent advances in fabricating controlledmorphology vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VA-CNTs) with ultrahigh volume
fraction. Compared with traditional CNCs with random distributed nanoparticles,
VA-CNTs offer three advantages: creating continuous paths through inter-VA-CNT
channels for fast ion conduction, minimizing electrical conduction resistance due to
the continuous CNTs, and by tailoring modulus anisotropically to enhance actuation
strain. A large strain level of 8.2% is achieved in IPCNC actuators with VACNT/Nafion CNCs. Faster actuation combined with higher ionic conductivity has
also been demonstrated.
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Electrolytes providing for and transporting mobile ions are another
component in IPCNC actuators. Traditional electrolytes, i.e. water and organic
solvents have several issues including solvent evaporation and short lifetime. Ionic
liquids with several unique features including nonvolatility, nonflammability, large
electrochemical window, and high ionic conductivity, are introduced into IPCNCs,
bring lots of opportunities for optimizing performance. The effect of ion size on
actuator speed and efficiency has been investigated in IPCNCs with four
imidazolium ionic liquids with different ion sizes. Besides single ions with different
ion volume, the effect of ion clusters is identified in this dissertation by both
experimental and theoretical approaches using ab initio method. The results could
be utilized as guide in future IPCNC performance improvement.
Traditionally, only bending actuators are fabricated for IPMCs, however,
linear actuators which can make full use of the large strain generation of the
IPCNCs are highly desirable. The possibility of linear IPMC has been realized by
approaches demonstrated in this study. By examining the strain response in linear
IPCNCs, additional information of individual ion transport of cation and anion is
supplied.
Another class of EAP, the electrostrictive polymers (poly(vinylidene
fluoride-trifluoroethylene-chlorofluoroethylene)

P(VDF-TrFE-CFE))

are

more

mature for commercialized actuators and they are also studied in this dissertation.
P(VDF-TrFE-CFE)) have large elastic energy density (1 J·cm-3) and are usually
quite thin (thickness ~ 1 µm) for operation voltage reduction. In this study several
approaches for further improving their characteristics are discussed and
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demonstrated. The polymer blend approach is adopted to increase modulus by
blending P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) with P(VDF-CTFE) (CTFE: chlorotrifluoroethylene).
This approach results in alleviating of electrode clamping effect, i.e. strain reduction
caused by electrodes. Electrical breakdown under high electrical field reduces
device lifetime. Conductive polymers with a breakdown self-healing feature are
employed as electrodes. The traditional deposition methods including in-situ
polymerization and screen printing have several problems, such as taking a long
time and damaging the thin polymer films. A mist spray method is developed for
depositing conducting polymers with much increase deposition speed, improved
coverage, less damage, and better thickness control (± 0.1 μm). The low modulus of
the conductive polymer further reduces the electrode clamping effect. An actuator
with compact size (2mm diameter and 30mm length) and high performance (large
displacement (1mm) and force output (1.5 N)) has been developed for refreshable
full page Braille display and graphic display. These devices provide the capability
for fulfilling so many dreams of the blind and visually-impaired.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Flexible actuators and electromechanical transducers based on electroactive
polymers (EAPs) offer many attractive features and characteristics including low
weight, fracture tolerance and pliability which are not possible for actuators based
on inorganic materials.[1] For instance, EAP actuators can withstand large strain (>
10%) without fatigue, while piezoceramic actuators are limited in strain responses
below 0.1%.[2] In addition, EAPs can be easily fabricated into complicated shapes
and their properties can be tailored to suit a broad range of requirements. Many
EAPs are chemically and mechanically bio-compatible, which are of great promise
in microfluidic devices for biomedical applications.[3] They are also attractive in
biomimetics where life-like systems are developed to mimic movements of humans,
animals, and insects. Due to this feature, EAPs are often referred to as artificial
muscles.[4]
The miniaturization of electronics has fueled the growth of information
technology in the past decades. The ENIAC I—the first electronic computer,
created in 1946, consisted of 19000 vacuum tubes, weighed 30 tons, and used 200
kW of power. With the invention of silicon based microelectronics, the physical size
of computers has shrunk dramatically while computing speed has greatly increased
with lower consuming power. With the success of silicon micromachining
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techniques, silicon continues to play an important role as a mechanical material in
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and other mechanical devices. Recently
soft materials are becoming popular for electromechanical devices, with the ability
to overcome many of the limitations of silicon and other stiff materials whose
intrinsic stiffness poses challenges in making devices with moving parts.[5] Also in
fluidic devices, which hold promise in laboratories-on-a-chip or micro-total analysis
systems, soft materials exhibit further advanced features including low cost,
disposability, implantability and tight seal. They can provide exciting functions of
chemical detection, DNA analysis, drug delivery, medical diagnosis and
environmental analysis, with extensive parallelism to allow many small
simultaneous experiments. Micrometer or millimeter scale fluidic devices which
will provide revolution in biology, bio-medical areas with the soft materials can also
be easily fabricated due to the availability of non-lithographic microfabrication
methods.[6] One of the most important fabrication methods is replica molding,
which is also called ―soft lithography‖, and was developed by Whitesides and coworkers.[7] An embossing technique called ―nano-imprint lithography‖ which is
developed by Chou and co-workers has also shown the ability of fabricating
nanometer features.[8] With all these possibilities, large scale integration (LSI) of
microfluidics with thousands of individually addressable champers have been
developed by Quake and co-workers.[9] These microfluidics of high degree
integration (Figure 1.1) offer the possibility to replace enormous robotic fluidic
workstations that take up entire laboratories and require considerable expense, space,
and labor.
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Figure 1.1 Optical micrograph of the microfluidic comparator chip.[9]
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1.1.1

Advances of microactuators with EAPs

Handling, transport, separation, and detection of samples in liquids are done inside
the large scale microfluidics. In biomedical and environmental applications,
biological and chemical species including molecules, DNAs, cells, clusters and
colloids are transported to different regions of microfluidic devices following
programmed processing procedures. In other applications such as fluidic computing,
tactile display, and optical display and photography, inter-channel pressure is
needed to deform the soft enclosure which traps the fluid. For example, in Quake‘s
microfluidic memory array, the manipulation of fluid flow is created by a valve
where a control channel crosses a flow channel (Figure 1.2).[9] The resulting thin
membrane in the junction between the two channels can be deflected by hydraulic
pressure. Both the movement of samples and pressure generation require driving
forces. In the past, fluidic control included syringe pumps, hydrogel valves, gravitydriven pumps, evaporation-based pumps, acoustic pumps, gas-generation based
pumps, and centrifugal force in compact disc chips.[10] Electrokinetic flow,
thermopneumatic, pneumatic/hydraulic, or mechanical valves and pumps have a
high degree of control, but require external connection lines to larger equipment for
actuation. A few fully integrated and self-packaged systems have been developed,
but lack the reconfigurability inherent with numerous active valves and pumps.
Micropumps were developed as a beating heart for microfluidics providing
actuation. Several principles have been applied in the designs of micropump.
Among them the electrostatic micropump is one of the most widely used pumps in
microfluidics with low power consumption and fast response time. This class of
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EAPs is based on electrostatic forces F. F generated in electrostatic actuators[11]
and energy density U[12] equal to

(1.1)
and
(1.2)
where K is the dielectric constant of the medium between two electrodes, ε0 is
vacuum permittivity, A is the electrode area, V is the applied voltage, and d is the
distance between two electrodes. The medium in general has a low dielectric
constant (for air K ~ 1, and for most soft polymer K ~ 2), which requires high
voltage (> 100 V) and low energy density (Umax ~ 0.2 J·cm-3, limited by electrical
breakdown field 3×10-6 V·m-1 in air), and becomes a major limitation in
applications.[12] Another class of EAPs is based on material property changes, such
as chemical bond and/or molecular configurations, making them highly desirable in
electroactive micro- and nano- scale, and molecular devices. For example,
electrostrictive

polymers

poly(vinylidene

fluoride-trifluoroethylene-

chlorofluoroethylene) P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) undergo field induced paraelectric-toferroelectric (PE-FE) transition which is associated with large lattice strain. Strain
generation S due to electrostriction is
(1.3)
where M is the electrostriction coefficient and E is the electrical field. Under a large
electrical field (~ 100 MV/m) these EAPs can generate large electromechanical
strain (~ 5%) and exhibit large elastic energy density (1 J·cm-3). By fabricating them
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into thin films (several micrometers) low voltage (< 100 V) can lead to significant
strain generation. Choi and co-workers from Samsung recently use thin film
P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) polymers to develop an actuator on a chip with lowered voltage
(40 V) operation.[13] An ultrathin (1 mm) auto focus (AF) lens with focus range
from 10 cm to infinity was fabricated, which is very attractive in many mobile
electronic devices.[13]

Figure 1.2 Purging mechanics for a single chamber within a selected row of the
microfluidic chip.[9]

Figure 1.3 Schematic of electrostatic actuation micropump.[11]
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of EAP actuator driven varifocal lens for slim electronics.[13]

Furthermore, in ionic polymers, another class of EAPs, the insertion of ions
into porous electrodes under voltage induces significant strain generation (>3%).
These EAPs are highly attractive due to the very low operation voltage (<5 volts)
which opens the possibility of direct integration with advanced microelectronics to
provide control and power simultaneously.[14] The large integration systems to
perform sophisticated functions promise great application opportunities with largely
reduced cost, space requirement and quick operation. The fully integrated actuators
with control and power circuits have profound implications for micropumps, optical
switches, optical cross-connect, electronic switches and other applications where
actuation sources are needed. The ionic liquids (ILs) which simultaneously provide
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attractive features including nonvolatility, nonflammability, large electrochemical
window and high ionic conductivity are introduced in ionic polymer actuators as
new electrolytes.[15] More interesting, ILs are composed of organic ions which
have a wide range of structural variations because of the easy preparation of many
components. In addition ILs are ―designable‖ or ―fine-tunable‖, which opens up
new possibilities of improving ionic polymer actuator performance and integration
system reliability.[16]
1.1.2

Challenges in current EAPs

Although the preliminary results from the ionic polymer and electrostrictive
polymer actuators show potentials of these actuators for commercial applications,
there exist many barriers toward the commercialization road. In ionic polymer
actuators, ionic processes can be slow due to large volumes of ions and nonoptimized ion transport channels. Many ionic polymer actuators, or often called as
ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC), require several seconds or minutes to reach
maximum actuation. Strain level of these actuators may not be high which relates to
electromechanical coupling between ion volume/shape and porous electrode
morphology. Strain up to 3% has been achieved so far in IPMC. Further, traditional
electrolytes used such as water and organic solvents in ionic polymer actuators have
limited life cycles because of the voltage range of these solvents. Efficiency has
been low (< 1%) in ionic polymer actuators, because most energy is electrically
stored in porous electrodes without converting into mechanical energy. Several
models have been developed to stimulate actuation performance of IPMC actuators.
Nemat-Nasser and coworkers have done the most comprehensive work in modeling
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different aspects of IPMCs. Unfortunately, few have touched the key issue which
determines actuator performance, i.e. the slow ion transport process in mixed
resistor and capacitor network inside porous composite electrodes. The direct
assembly for IPMCs which is developed by Leo and coworkers represents state-ofthe-art fabrication method which has many advantages over traditional chemical
reduction methods including rapid fabrication, flexibility of conductor filler in
composite electrodes, variable filler volume fraction, variable electrode thickness,
and repeatability. However, actuators using this direct assembly still experience
slow actuation speed, small strain and low efficiency, even at their best performance
level.
1.2

Electroactive polymers actuators

EAPs are polymers which exhibit mechanical deformation under electrical stimulus,
and vice versa. EAPs with high electromechanical response are highly attractive for
their light weight, mechanical flexibility, easy processing and extremely large
amount of selections.[4] Hence, EAP actuators and transducers are promising for
many applications[2], whereas the traditional electromagnetic actuators and other
inorganic electroactive materials have many limitations such as large volume,
complex mechanical transmission systems, small strain and high fragility.[17, 18]
With EAPs high performance solid state actuators with simple structure design and
compact sizes become very promising.
Actuators can be classified into two types: conventional actuators and solid
state actuators. Table 1.1 provides a detailed classification of the actuators. The
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conventional actuators require complex transmission systems to perform
discontinuous and nonrepetitive tasks, greatly reducing their efficiency and
increasing cost. These deficiencies cause considerable research efforts on the solid
state actuators. Among many branches of solid state actuators, the ones driven
electrically are especially attractive due to the convenience and the practicality of
electrical stimulation, same reason for EAPs being widely used among other
mechanically responsive polymers which will be introduced next. Several structure
designs exist for solid state actuators. In this dissertation, the bending actuators are
most used for understanding fundamentals which determine IPCNC actuator
performance due to easy fabrication and large displacement for simple strain
measurement. The longitudinal strain or linear actuators are also adopted in
studying strain generation in individual CNC layer in IPCNC actuators. Linear
actuators have higher stress output than bending actuators.
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Table 1.1 The classification of actuators.

Actuators
Conventional Actuators
 Hydraulic/Pneumatic actuators
 Electromagnetic actuators

Chemical drive
 Molecular
deformation
 Acid/alkaline

Solid-state Actuators
Thermal drive
 Shape memory
 Ferroelastic

Electrical drive
 Ionic
 Piezo/Electrostrictive
 Electrostatic
 Ferroelectric

Magnetic drive
 Magneticstrictive

Light drive
 Light induced
chemical, thermal,
electrical charge,
and magnetization

Solid-state Actuator Designs
Linear actuators
 Film
 Roll

Bending actuators
 Monomorph
 Unimorph
 Bimorph
 Rainbow

Flextensional actuators
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Certain polymers can be stimulated by electric, chemical, pneumatic, light,
heat, or magnetic activation to change shape. However, the convenience and the
practicality of electrical stimulation and the recent improvement in performance
have made EAPs one of the most attractive among the mechanically responsive
polymers.
1.2.1

Difference between ionic and field-activated EAP actuators

According to the actuation mechanism, EAPs could be mainly divided into two
categories: ionic EAPs (iEAPs) and field-activated EAPs (FEAPs). The ionic
polymer actuators and elecstrictive polymer actuators studied in this dissertation fall
into iEAPs and FEAPs, respectively. In each category there are several other types
of polymers which are not studied in this dissertation. A summary of iEAPs and
FEAPs are listed in Table 1.2. The most distinct difference between iEAPs and
FEAPs is the voltage requirement. For iEAPs, only several volts are required while
for FEAP voltage usually from several hundred to thousand volts is required
depending on film thickness. In addition actuation speed is distinctive in these two
types of EAPs: iEAPs usually have long response time (~ seconds); in contrast
FEAPs can reach maximum strain in a very short time (millisecond or even shorter).
iEAPs are materials that involve drifting or diffusion of ions under electric
field. They consist of electrolytes between two electrodes, with an ionic conductive
polymer as a supporting layer. Examples of ionic EAP materials include IPCNC (or
IPMC), conductive polymers (CPs) and gels. The mechanism of IPCNC will be
described in the following section. CPs exhibit volume constriction as water and
anions leave an oxidized polymer during reduction; gels show volume expansion as
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water forms at the anode and flows toward a cathode in a cell. One unique
advantage is that the activation of the ionic EAP can be done by as low as 1–2 V.
Although the voltage is low, the electrical field is not low because major voltage
drop happens in a short distance (Debye length ~nm). On the other hand, high
current density is required in order to make up for the electrical energy input in
actuation. A large electromechanical strain requires a large flux of ions into
electrode region and hence high current. The macroscopic motion of charged
species, responsible for the actuation, results in low actuation speed (on the order of
seconds for traditional iEAP actuator). It will be shown that the speed is much
improved (<1 s) in this dissertation. Other disadvantages include the need to
maintain wetness (electrolytes) and their low efficiency (~1%).
In contrast to iEAPs, strain in FEAPs manifests from molecular,
microscopic, or macroscopic phenomena in response to an applied electric field
(usually very high, ~ MV/m). An applied electric field may induce a molecular
conformation change as the dipoles are aligned with the field. Examples include a
piezoelectric strain concomitant with a ferroelectric response at crystalline phase,
and a bulk elastic strain from local field changes at nonuniform material features
and trapped space charges. Another type of FEAP is driven by the Coulomb
interaction (electrostatic force) produced by the electric field created between the
coating electrodes on films or by charge on a local scale, e.g., dielectric elastomers.
Since FEAPs does not involve diffusion of charge species for strain generation, they
respond quite fast (<10−3 s). These materials also have a high mechanical energy
density. However, generating a large deformation requires a high activation field of
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100 V/μm or more, which may be close to the electric breakdown level. The
performance of these EAPs may be improved by employing multilayer structures
with film thicknesses of <1 μm, to generate a high field with low voltage.
For a better understanding of principles which determine actuator
performance, each components of both IPCNC and electrostrictive polymer
actuators were studied. The material composition and functions of each component
are explained in the next two sections.

Polypyrrole, poly(ethylene
dioxythiophene), poly(p-phenylene
vinylene)s, polyaniline, and
polythiophenes
Poly(vinyl alcohol) gel with dimethyl
sulfoxide, poly(acrylonitrile) with
conductive fibers

Materials that swell in response to an applied
voltage as a result of oxidation or reduction,
depending on the polarity, causing insertion or deinsertion of (possibly solvated) ions.
Application of voltage causes movement of
hydrogen ions in or out of the gel. The effect is a
simulation of the chemical analogue of reaction
with acid and alkaline.

Conductive polymers

Ionic gels

Electron-radiated poly(vinylidene
fluoride trifluoroethylene) (PVDFTrFE), PVDF-TrFE–based terpolymers
with a third bulky monomer

Silicone, polyurethane

Modified copolymer (PVDF-TrFE)

Electric field switches polarization in polymers
spontaneously. These polymers exhibit
piezoelectric response When poled and
electrostriction in nonpolar phase.
Coulomb forces between the electrodes squeeze the
material, causing it to expand in the plane of the
electrodes. When the stiffness is low, a thin film
can be shown to stretch more than 100%.
Electric field causes molecular alignment of the
pendant group made of graft crystalline elastomers
attached to the backbone.

Ferroelectric Polymers

Dielectric EAPs

Electrostrictive graft
elastomers

Field-activated EAPs

Ionomers:
Nafion® (perfluorosulfonate)
Electrolytes: Ionic liquids
Conductors: RuO2 nanopaticles (NPs),
gold NPs, and cabon nanotubes

Typical Materials

Ionic polymer conductor
network composite
(IPCNC) or IPMC

Ionic EAPs

Principle

In IPCNC actuators, the accumulation of excess
ions at one CNC electrode and depletion at the
other electrode create volume changes in the two
regions, which generates actuation strain. Electrical
double layer capacitance is formed between
conductors and ions.

EAP Material Types
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Table 1.2 Summary of the leading ionic and field-activiated EAP materials. [1]
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1.2.2

Ionic polymer conductor network composite actuators

Ionic polymer conductor network composite (IPCNC) is a more general term used
to name the iEAP studied in this dissertation, in which both non-metal and metal
conductors are used in the porous composite electrodes (conductor network
composites (CNCs)). The actuation mechanism of IPCNC could be explained with
the structure of IPCNC bending actuators shown in Figure 1.5, where there are three
major components. The composition and function of these components are
explained as the following.
Conductor network composites (CNCs)
CNCs which are sometimes referred to as composite electrodes or porous electrodes,
in which strain is generated, are the key component in IPCNC actuators. For a quite
long time in IPCNC (or IPMC) research, its important function has not been fully
recognized.[19] Experimental results have indicated that a high population of the
excess charges at the CNCs is highly desirable in order to generate high
electromechanical actuation. For this to be realized, CNCs are fabricated as
composites with nanomaterials which offer large electrode areas in contact with
ionic polymers. Under electrical fields, excess charges are stored in CNCs forming
double layer capacitor due to the accumulation or depletion of ions in each CNC
layer. Another important aspect of CNCs is that the physical dimensions and
morphology determine IPCNC actuator speed. Traditional CNCs use random
nanoparticles as conductor fillers, which lead to tortuous ion transport paths. The
aligned ion channels will be introduced in this dissertation for much improved speed.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of (a) an IPCNC actuator under an electric signal, (b) a
CNC/ionomer/CNC (C/I/C) three layer IPMC bimorph actuator.

Electrolytes
Electrolytes in IPCNC provide two functions: (i) providing mobile ions under
electrical field; (ii) ion transport medium. Traditional electrolytes used in IPCNC
actuators include water, organic solvents such as ethylene glycol and formamide.[20,
21] These electrolytes cannot provide mobile ions themselves; instead, the
counterions from the polymer matrix solvated in the electrolyte become mobile ions.
Ion concentration is limited in these electrolytes which prevent high ionic
conductivity. In addition, water and other organic solvents suffer evaporation during
actuation process. In order to conserve the electrolytes, actuators are either
immersed in them or sealed by coating layer, which greatly restrict IPCNC in
different environmental conditions and increase fabrication complexity. In this
dissertation the ionic liquids are used as electrolytes which are sometimes called as
―room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs)‖ or ―low temperature molten salts‖.[22]
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Their unique features overcome the issues in traditional electrolytes used in IPCNC
actuators.[23] The details will be expanded in chapter 5.
Polymer matrix
The polymer matrix serves as a physical binder to support the whole actuators. In
addition it has to be ion conductive so that under electrical field ions can be
transported between different CNC layers. Ionomeric polymer which is often
chosen as polymer matrix in IPCNC, is a type of materials that exhibit
permselectivity due to their molecular structure. The unique properties of ionexchange membranes are caused by the presence of ionic groups that are fixed to
the polymer matrix. These ionic groups are for instance, —SO−3, —COO−, etc. in
the case of cation exchangers or —NH+3, —NH+2, —N+, etc. in the case of anion
exchangers. NafionTM (sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene) originally developed in the
1960s by Dupont shows outstanding mechanical property and high ionic
conductivity and is chosen as polymer matrix in this dissertation. NafionTM consists
of a TeflonTM backbone polymer with pendant side chains which are sulfonic acid
groups. The molecular structure of NafionTM is shown in Figure 1.6. The ion
conduction mechanism could be easily understood with the model shown in Figure
1.7.
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Figure 1.6 Molecular structure of NafionTM.

Figure 1.7 Cluster-network model for Nafion membranes.[24]

1.2.3

Elecstrictive P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymer actuators

In P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) polymer actuators, strain generation is caused by molecular
chain length change due to dipole orientating under large electrical field. The
structure shown in Figure 1.8 is simpler than IPCNC actuators. S1 is called
transverse strain which is perpendicular to electrical filed E direction; S3 is called
longitudinal strain which is perpendicular to E direction. With molecule chain
alignment by stretch polymer in S1 direction, another transverse strain S2 could
almost be eliminated. Inside the microstructures of P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) polymers,
there are at least four crystalline phases of which the β-phase and the α-phase are
the most relevant for applications. In both phases, the polymer chains are packed
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into an orthorhombic unit cell, but conformations differ, as illustrated in Figure 1.9:
all-trans conformations in the β-phase with a net dipole moment of 2.1 D (7×10−30
C·m) per unit cell, alternating trans and gauche conformations in the α-phase with a
near-zero net dipole moment. PVDF based ferroelectric and electrostrictive
polymers are semicrystalline polymers in which the crystal phase is imbedded in the
amorphous matrix. The semicrystalline morphology of this class of polymers is
illustrated in Figure 1.10. As a semicrysalline polymer, the elastic modulus of the
amorphous part at temperatures above the glass transition temperature Tg, which is 30 °C for the terpolymer P(VDF-TrFE-CFE), is much lower than that of the
crystalline phase. Therefore the overall elastic modulus of the terpolymers is much
lower than that of the crystalline phase. On the other hand, because of this, one may
be able to improve the terpolymer modulus while not affect the electromechanical
strain of the polymers if the other polymers provide bridge between the crystallites
of the terpolymer (strengthening the elastic modulus of the amorphous region). In
this manner, the other polymers in the blends will not reduce the strain level in the
crystalline phase while improving the elastic modulus of the overall polymers.
Other parts of P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) polymer actuators include electrodes and
different accessories depending on actuator configurations. For example a passive
layer is needed in order to form bending actuators and a linear spring for linear
actuator configuration. Further details will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 1.8 Strain generation direction in P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) under voltage.

Figure 1.9 Change in PVDF dipole density associated with the change in polymer
chain shape shows electrostriction.[25]
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Figure 1.10 The semi-crystalline structure of piezoelectric polymer PVDF.[26]

1.3

Research contribution and dissertation organization

This dissertation develops understanding of the limiting factors in these ionic
polymer actuators and search for solutions to overcome these barriers of low
actuation speed and low electromechanical efficiency. Some important parameters,
characterization methods and experiment set-ups will be summarized in Chapter 2.
On the topic of ionic polymer actuators, this dissertation shows that it is the
conductor network composite (CNC) layers that control the actuator speed. Two
solutions have been developed: reducing the IPCNC layer thickness by using layerby-layer (LbL) self assembly with ultrathin (sub-micrometer) thickness which leads
to much reduced response time (0.18 s) and increased strain (~ 6.8%) (chapter 3);
replacing random nanoparticles in CNC layers with vertically aligned carbon
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nanotubes (VA-CNTs), which has three major advantages: creating continuous
paths through inter-VA-CNT channels for fast ion conduction (1×10-4 S·cm-1),
minimizing electrical conduction resistance due to the continuous CNTs, and by
tailoring elastic modulus of the CNC anisotropically to enhance actuation strain
(8.2%) (chapter 4). In Chapter 3 and 4, some theoretical analyses including
equivalent circuit model, strain calculation and electromechanical efficiency will
also be presented.

Ion size effect on actuator speed and efficiency has been

investigated in ILs where two types of mobile ions, i.e. cations and anions co-exist.
Some fundamental rules in selecting ILs for optimizing actuator performance have
been advanced (Chapter 5). Traditionally, only bending actuators are fabricated for
IPMCs, however, linear actuators are highly desirable for their large force output.
The possibility of linear IPMC has been realized by a few approaches demonstrated
in Chapter 6. The work in ionic polymer actuators will also have impact on the
understanding of other ionic devices such as batteries, supercapacitors and fuel cells.
Fast ion transport and high energy storage capability have always being pursued in
these devices.
The FEAPs are more mature for commercialization, however, the operation
voltage is high, limiting their applications. By thinning polymer film, lower
operation voltage could be achieved but it could also be problematic since thinner
layers will suffer electrode constraints due to large elastic modulus difference
between electrodes and EAPs. A polymer blend approach has been adopted to
increase modulus. Electrical breakdown under high field is difficult to avoid,
leading to low reliability and high cost of using these actuators. Conductive
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polymers which exhibit self-healing ability during breakdown have been used as
electrodes. In addition, structural design and macro-scale actuators have been
investigated for applications which require both large force output and large
displacement. In Chapter 7, my contributions in improving P(VDF-TrFE-CFE)
polymer actuators will be presented: (i) Increased modulus by blending P(VDFTrFE-CFE) with P(VDF-CTFE) (CTFE: chlorotrifluoroethylene). (ii) Developing a
mist spray set-up for conducting polymer deposition with improved coverage,
uniformity and thickness control (0.1µm) which improves the self-healing effect.
The traditional deposition method including in-situ polymerization and screen
printing have several problems such as taking a long time and damaging thin
polymer film. The electrode clamping effect is also reduced due to relative low
modulus in conductive polymers. (iii) A compact actuator with 2mm diameter and
30mm length was developed for refreshable Braille display, which has large
displacement (1mm) and force output (1.5 N). Refreshable full page Braille display
and graphic display are dreams for many blind and visually-impaired. Even after
many years of efforts, the progress in the development of these Braille displays is
very limited. The compact actuators opens a window for Braille display actuators
with high reliability and reproducibility, optimized performance, compact size, and
low cost.
Finally a summary of this dissertation and recommendations for future work
is presented in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND ELECTROMECHANICAL
CHARACTERIZTION METHODS

In this chapter, a brief introduction to the entire dissertation on experiments and
theories is provided. Material properties will be summarized for EAP actuators
which are multi-disciplined and relates to several research areas. A list of symbols
will be provided which contains most parameters studied in this dissertation.
Furthermore, a series of electromechanical characterization methods are introduced
here.
2.1

List of symbols

The symbols which are frequently used are listed in this dissertation in Table 2.1.
The ones which are not listed here will be explained as they appear.

Table 2.1 List of symbols and their meanings.

Symbol
A
c (superscript)
C
d
f
F
i (superscript)
I

Meaning
Area
CNC layer
Capacitance
Distance
Frequency
Force
Ionomer layer
Momentum of inertia or Current
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Table 2.1 (Continued)

Symbol
j
L
m (superscript)
M
Mw
NA
q
Q
R
sij
s (subscript)
S
t
T
U
V
Vf
w
wt
xi
x,y,z
Y
Z
ε0
εR
ϕ
ω
τ
κ
σ
μ
ρ
η

Meaning
Imaginary unit
Length
Metal layer
Torque
Molecular weight
Avogadro constant
Elementary charge
Charge
Radius or Resistance
Elastic compliance constant
In seriers
Strain
Thickness or Time
Stress or Temperature
Energy density
Voltage
Volume fraction
Width
Weight percentage
Rectangular coordinate axis
Rectangular coordinate axis
Young‟s modulus
Electrical complex impedance
Vacuum permittivity
Material permittivity
Complex impedance phase angle
Angular frequency (2πf)
Time
Curvature
Conductivity
Mobility
Density
Efficiency
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2.2
2.2.1

EAP actuator properties
Mechanical properties

For EAP actuators which convert electricity to mechanical energy, the mechanical
properties have the highest priority to be characterized. Some key mechanical
parameters for EAP actuators are discussed in this section.
Electromechanical strain
In materials mechanics, the Cartesian components of the infinitesimal mechanical
displacement of a material point are denoted by ui. The symmetric portion of the
spatial gradient of the mechanical displacement determines the strain tensor Sij.[27]
Thus,

(2.1)
In the strain tensor matrix
(2.2)
since Sij = Sji, a reduced notation could be used, in which
11 → 1, 22 → 2, 33 → 3, 23 or 32 → 4, 31 or 13 → 5, and 12 or 21 → 6,
strain tensor matrix could be written as

(2.3)
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In this dissertation, the x3 direction is defined as thickness direction, hence the S1 (=
Δlx/lx) is transverse strain which means its direction is perpendicular to the electrical
filed direction (x1 direction), and S3 (= Δlz/lz) is longitudinal strain which is parallel
with electrical field direction (x3 direction).
In bending actuators, specifically bimorph actuators studied in this
dissertation, the radius of curvature is related to the strain in actuator materials. In
IPCNC actuators, the bending actuation is generated by the strain in the CNC layers.
For bimorph bending actuators with a three layer structure, i.e., two active layers
separated by an inactive layer, the relationship between the initial strain in the active
layer and the bending radius of curvature R has been derived in the literature.[28] A
schematic of coordinates used in strain derivation process is shown in Figure 2.1. In
order to extract the initial strain in the CNC layer for the five layer structure (Figure
2.2) which is used in this dissertation study, the relationship between the bending
radius of curvature R and the initial strain S0 along the film surface in the CNC
layers is derived as follows. Subscript 1 corresponds to the x direction and the
superscripts c, i and m denote the quantities in the composite, ionomer and Au metal
layers, respectively, in Figure 2.2. In the bending actuators, the actual strain S1c in
the CNC layers is reduced due to the stresses from the ionomer layer and Au layer,
i.e.,
c
c
S1c  S10
 s11
T1c
c

c

where s11 is the elastic compliance and T1 is the stress along the film surface.

(2.4)
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c

For the bimorph actuator in Figure 2.2, it can be derived that the strain S1
is related to the radius of the curvature R.

S1c 

L' L (d  R)  R d

  d
L
R
R

(2.5)

where L and L’ are CNC differential lengths before and after actuation, respectively;
d is the distance in thickness direction (y-direction) of the layer to the neutral axis
(mid-plane of the symmetric bimorph); θ is the centre angle of actuator curve; κ is
the curvature. Substituting Equation (2.3) into (2.2) and noting that the elastic
c

c

c

compliance s11 is the reciprocal of Young‘s Modulus Y , the stress T1 can be
derived as
c 1 c
c 1 c
T1c  (s11
) S1  (s11
) S10  Y c (d )  Y c S10c

(2.6)
i

m

Similarly, since the ionomer and Au layers do not generate initial strain S10 and S10 ,
the stresses T1 and T1 can also be derived from their strain S1  s11T1 and
i

m

i

i

i

m m
S1m  s11
T1 ,

T1m  Y m (d )

(2.7)

T1i  Y i (d )

(2.8)

Since the actuator length is much larger than the thickness and width, we assume
that all the other stress components (esp. T2) are very small compared with T1.
From the equilibrium conditions, when there is no external force or moment,



the total moment M and total force F of the bending actuator satisfy dF  0 and
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 dM  0 . With the strains in the two CNC layers of the bending actuator being
the same in magnitude with opposite sign, the expanding force in upper half
thickness is canceled by the contracting force in the lower half thickness, and
consequently

 dF  0 is true for any S10 value. Integrating over the thickness of
c

 dM  0 , initial strain in the CNC layer S10 can be derived[28],
c

3

S10c  

Y m(

3

2

3

2
2
2t m
ti
2t c
ti
ti
 2t m (t c  ) 2  t m (2t c  t i ))  Y c (
 tc
 tc ti ) Y i
3
2
3
2
12
c
i c
c2
RY (t t  t )

(2.9)

where ti, tc, and tm are the thickness of the ionomer layer, CNC layer, and the Au
electrode layer, respectively; Yi, Yc, and Ym are the moduli of the ionomer layer,
CNC layer, and the Au electrode layer, respectively.

Figure 2.1 Schematic of coordinates for IPCNC bending actuators.
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Figure 2.2 A schematic for the 5 layer (Au/CNC/Ionomer/CNC/Au) bending
actuator in for the derivation of relation between the bending radius of curvature R
and initial strain S0 in the CNC layers.
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Elastic modulus
The elastic modulus is another important parameter in deriving strain in mulit-layer
bimorph IPCNC actuators with curvature measured. For most materials used in
IPCNC actuators, the moduli could be easily measured by instruments such as
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). For the multi-layer structures used in IPCNC
actuators, it is sometimes difficult to measure the modulus of an individual
composite layer which is either very thin or not mechanically strong enough. In this
case, these composite layers are attached to a substrate which is usually a piece of
free standing polymer film whose modulus is known. For the bilayer laminate with
the length much larger than the other dimensions as illustrated in Figure 2.3, the
measured elastic modulus Ye is related to the elastic modulus of each layer Ya and Yb
as

Y e  a Y a  b Y b

(2.10)

where a and b are the volume fractions of each layer in the laminate, respectively.
The thickness of each layer can be easily measured. The modulus of composite
electrode which is the only unknown variety, can be calculated.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of a bilayer laminate for the characterization of the elastic
modulus of individual layers.
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Blocking stress
The strain S and stress T relationship could be described using
(2.11)
where S0 is material intrinsic strain and s is elastic compliance. The blocking force
Fbl is defined as the amount of force which keeps actuator with original dimensions
during actuation, i.e. in Eq. (2.11) S = 0.[29] Then block stress Tbl equals to

(2.12)
If T = 0 which means no load is applied on materials, S = S0. A diagram of
displacement versus force is shown in Figure 2.4. Usually, the bending actuators
exhibit large displacement but smaller force; the linear actuators have larger force
but smaller displacement. In the linear actuator, the blocking stress Tbl and Fbl are in
the same direction (Figure 2.5a) and Tbl can be calculated using formula

Tbl 

Fbl
wt

(2.13)

where w and t are width and thickness of the cross-section area of linear actuators.
In a bimorph actuator, blocking stress is generated along the beam length direction
while blocking force is in the perpendicular direction (Figure 2.5b). Using the
Euler-Bernoulli‘s beam theory (Figure 2.6) to model the bending actuator as
tested[30], the stress in the bended beam is

(2.14)
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where M is the maximum momentum at the built-in end, t is the thickness of the
beam and I is the momentum of inertia of the cross-section of the beam. In the beam
M=Fbl×L, I=wt3/12, thus the blocking stress in bending actuator is

Tbl 

6 Fbl L
wt 2

(2.15)

where L, w and t are length, width and thickness of actuator, respectively.

Figure 2.4 Diagram of displacement versus force for linear and bending actuators.
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Figure 2.5 Directions of block force and stress in (a) a linear actuator, (b) a bending
actuator.

Figure 2.6 Cantilever beam with rectangular cross section.[31]

Electromechanical efficiency
In EAP actuators, the input energy comes from electricity of external circuits and
the output energy is in the form of strain and stress which is the mechanical energy.
The efficiency of conversion from electrical to mechanical energy is called
electromechanical efficiency which is an important parameter in developing IPCNC
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and other EAP actuators. In developing an ionic EAP, it is highly desirable that
every ion stored in the CNC electrodes generate strain and the larger the strain is the
better the actuator is as an electromechanical energy conversion device. The total
input electric energy Uelec for the IPCNCs under any voltage is

U elec (t )   Q(t )  V (t )dt

(2.16)

where Q(t) and V(t) is the instantaneous charge and voltage, respectively. The
formula for the output mechanical energy Umech is different for linear and bending
actuators, In linear actuators, Umech is calculated using formula

U mech (t )   S 2 (t )  Y  L  Adt

(2.17)

where S(t) is the instantaneous strain, Y is Young‘s modulus, L is actuator length
and A is the cross-section area. In bending actuators, the formula for Umech is much
more complex which is calculated by integrating strain energy associated with strain
S1c in CNC layer of the bending actuator. With the five layer structure shown in
Figure 2.2, the formula for Umech calculation is derived as

U mech (t ) 

4S1c (t ) 2  L  w
d i  2d c  2d m

di
di
c
c
m
 di i 2

 2 Y  y  dy  2i  d Y c  y 2  dy  2i  d  d Y m  y 2  dy 



d
d
c
0


d
2
2



(2.18)
in which where di, dc, and dm are half of the thickness of the ionomer layer, CNC
layer, and the Au electrode layer, respectively; Yi, Yc, and Ym are the moduli of the
ionomer layer, CNC layer, and the Au electrode layer, respectively; L and w are
length and width of the IPCNC actuators, respectively
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2.2.2

Electrical properties

Electrical impedance
In electrochemical devices, the complex impedance is studied to illustrate electrical
properties of the system. In general, the complex impedance Z can be described by
formula
(2.19)
where ω is angular frequency, Z’ is real impedance, Z” is imaginary impedance and
j is the imaginary unit. Nyquist plots in Figure 2.7 are usually plotted with high
frequency Z(ω) at the origin and lower frequency points to the other end. Phase
angle ϕ equals to

(2.20)
With these impedance data versus frequency or impedance spectroscopy, the
dynamic of bound or mobile charge in the bulk or interface region of solid or liquid
can be analyzed. With an equivalent circuit (Figure 2.7), the elements can be fitted
with the experimental data.
Electrical capacitance
In IPCNC actuators, the capacitance, i.e. the electrical charge storage capability is
related to the strain generation. In this thesis study, the capacitance is measured
under constant voltage (DC capacitance), which is the same condition for strain
measurement (DC strain). The current I(t) is recorded and integrated with time
(Figure 2.8). The charging capacitance is calculated with
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(2.21)
and discharging capacitance is calculated with

(2.22)
where t1, t2 and t3 are time boundary of each period, respectively; Iloss is the loss
current during charging process; V is the constant voltage applied. Usually Iloss is
less than 5% of peak value of charging current and it varies in CNCs with different
conductor fillers. For CNCs with different thickness, the time of applying constant
voltage is also different. The thicker the CNCs are, the longer time it takes to
complete the charging (t2-t1) and the discharging (t3-t2) processes.
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Figure 2.7 Some typical equivalent circuits and their Nyquist plots of impedance.

Figure 2.8 Capacitance calculated by integrating current with time under constant
voltage.
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Ionic conductivity
A simplified equivalent circuit which describes electrical property of IPCNC
actuators is shown in Figure 2.9 for ionic conductivity calculation, where RI is
resistance in ionomer layer, RCNC is resistance in CNC layers, CEDBL is electrical
double layer capacitance in CNC layers, and Rin is the interface resistance standing
for current leakage. Impedance spectroscopy is measured by scanning IPCNC
actuators with a sinusoid wave with constant amplitude from low frequency (< 1 Hz)
to high frequency (~100 kHz). Compared with high voltage responses, the linear
electrical responses of these ionic conductive systems under low voltage have been
relatively well understood [21-24]. In this study, we chose 0.1 V so that both the
actuation strain and electric impedance can be characterized over a broad frequency
range with required accuracy. These impedance data versus frequency are drawn
using Nyquist plot, and is shown in Figure 2.10. As frequency increases, the total
impedance Z gradually approaches RI+RCNC. RI could be measured in a piece of
ionomer layer which is the same as the one used in IPCNC actuators. After
deducting RI from Z at high frequency, the ionic conductivity σi could be calculated
with formula

(2.23)
where tCNC is total thickness of CNC layers and A is the area of actuator.
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Figure 2.9 Simplified equivalent circuit for IPCNC bending actuators.

Figure 2.10 Nyquist plot of complex impedance in IPCNC bending actuators.

Dielectric properties
To overcome the disadvantage of oversimplification of impedance analysis with
several resistors and capacitors, the complex dielectric constant versus frequency is
studied with analysis on the phenomenon of electrode polarization. A simple
situation which is a parallel-plate field is shown here. The charge distribution of
single ion conductor between the plates is shown in Figure 2.11. Under low applied
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voltage, it has been shown that C (=ε/L, where L is the sample thickness and we
assume the capacitor has a unit area) can be approximated as[32-34],

  R

1  i
i  tanh(Y ) / Y

(2.24)

where εR is the dielectric permittivity of the material, τ=εRε0R/L=εR/σ, ε0 = 8.85x1012

F/m (vacuum permittivity), Y = M(1+iωτ)1/2, M = L/(2LD), and LD is the Debye

length which is in nm scale and much smaller than the film thickness at low
frequencies C ~ εR/LD, with formula

(2.25)
and η is
(2.26)
where The electric field is applied with angular frequency ω; p0 is the equilibrium
number density of free positive charges; ζ0 is the dc conductivity; q is the charge of
a monovalent cation; k is Boltzmann‘s constant; and T is temperature. The
simulation of dielectric constant versus frequency is shown in Figure 2.12.[33]
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Figure 2.11 Charge density distribution under a DC parallel-plate field.[32]

Figure 2.12 Schematic plot of the EP relaxation in ε′, ε″, and tanδ for a conductive
system, with peak frequencies, dielectric relaxation strength, and εR denoted.[33]
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2.3

IPCNC actuators electromechanical characterization set-ups

In IPCNC actuators, strain, stress and modulus are the key parameters to evaluate
their performance and to calculate other characteristics such as elastic energy
density, electromechanical coefficient and actuator efficiency. The set-ups to
measure these parameters are presented as follows.
Strain measurement set-ups
The electromechanical strain characterization can be divided into contact and noncontact methods. The non-contact methods which usually use optical sensors are
preferred since no extra load will be added during the measurement process. The
contact methods are useful if certain conditions prevent using optical sensors, e.g.
when samples are in liquids. Depending on the strain measurement requirement,
several measurement set-ups have been built.
In Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14, photograph and schematic drawing are
presented for strain measurement set-up for bending actuator with large curvatures,
respectively. Samples are clamped between two probes of a probe station, which are
connected with control circuits. A CCD sensor records the image via a microscope
for amplification. A computer with Labview and Matlab installed is responsible for
image collection and analysis. The curvature which is used in strain calculation is
retrieved from the images taken. This set-up is for strain measurement in large
deformation actuators and the resolution is limited by the amplification ratio of the
microscope and pixel number of CCD camera.
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Figure 2.13 Photograph of curvature measurement set-up for bending actuators.

Figure 2.14 Schematic of curvature measurement set-up for bending actuators.
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For small strain with fast switching speed, the Doppler laser vibrometer is
used instead. The schematic drawing of the set-up is shown in Figure 2.15. The
phase difference between the reference beam and reflected beam is detected by a
detector and then the speed and displacement of sample are determined. A large
bending cannot be measured with vibrometer is because the reflected beam will be
out of range of the collecting lens. This instrument is also used to measure actuator
speed versus frequency in the speed mode and strain is calculated from the speed
value and frequency.

Figure 2.15 Doppler laser vibrometer for high frequency or small displacement
strain measurement.
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In the field activated EAP, the strain in longitudinal and transverse direction
is measured by another instrument, the photograph of which is shown in Figure 2.16.
In Figure 2.17, the schematic of drawing is shown with detailed components. MTI
2000 phontonic sensor is used measure displacement of the sample, which is
bonded with a cantilever. A light which comes from the optical fiber probe is
reflected and collected also by the probe. In the linear working region, the intensity
of reflected light is proportional to the displacement of the sample. Depending on
the strain measurement direction in the polymer films, two sample clamps are
designed. In the transverse strain measurement process, the sample is bonded to a
cantilever with a small spring constant. The electrical field is applied in the
direction perpendicular to the film length direction. In the longitudinal strain
measurement, a clamp is directed pressed on film thickness direction where the
strain measurement direction is parallel with the electrical field direction.

Figure 2.16 Photograph of the longitudinal strain measurement set up.
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Figure 2.17 Transverse and longitudinal strain measurement set-up for FEAP strain
measurement.
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A revision of the set-up above for transverse strain measurement is shown
in Figure 2.18. The sample is bonded to a light beam blocker with a sharp edge,
which blocks a parallel laser beam. The laser beam is extended to large beam size
after a lens system. He-Ne laser source is used for its great optical quality. The
passed beam is collected by a CCD sensor and the pixel number in vertical direction
is counted. The displacement of the beam block, i.e. the length change of actuator is
known after the relationship between pixel number and beam blocker displacement
is calibrated. This set-up could be easily modified for other types of strain or
displacement measurement, such as bending actuators.

Laser
Beam blocker

Image
collection

Function
generator
Strain
analysis

Computer
Figure 2.18 Strain measurement set-up for large displacement actuators.
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One type of contact strain measurement set-up is shown in Figure 2.19 and
Figure 2.20 for its photograph and schematic drawing, respectively, which is useful
when it is difficult to use the optical non-contact methods. A linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT) sensor is installed with a very light probe head.
The light weight prevents large pressure applied on sample during measurement
process. This method provides accessibility when samples surface has no optical
reflection or hard to take images, e.g. wet surfaces or samples immersed in liquid
electrolytes.

Figure 2.19 Photograph of LVDT strain measurement set-up.
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Figure 2.20 Contact type strain measurement set-up using LVDT sensor.
Modulus measurement set-up
A set-up is specially designed to meet requirement of low value modulus
measurement for polymer films (Photograph shown in Figure 2.21 and schematic
drawing in Figure 2.22). A KCF shaker is used to stretch film periodically with
adjustable amplitude and frequency. A load cell is used to measure force F on the
fixed end of polymer film during stretching. A probe from photonic sensor MTI2000 is set in front of the shaker so that the elongation amount is known. The three
instruments are connected to a lock-in amplifier Stanford SR-830, which measures
the input signal only from load cell and photonic sensor with the same frequency of
output one to the shaker. The Young‘s modulus is calculated with formula

(2.27)
where L, w, t, ΔL are the length, width, thickness and elongation of actuator films.
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Figure 2.21 Photograph of modulus measurement set-up.

Figure 2.22 Illustration of modulus measurement set-up for ultra-soft materials.
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CHAPTER 3
INFLUENCE OF CONDUCTOR NETOWRK COMPOSITES
ON IPCNC ACTUATOR PERFORMANCE

In this chapter, the low speed of IPCNC actuators will be addressed. The
relationship between CNC thickness and electrical properties is first examined to
understand the cause of low speed in IPCNC actuators. Following this, the CNCs
with ultrathin thickness fabricated by a new method are compared with the ones
fabricated by a traditional direct assembly method in strain, strain speed and
efficiency, showing improvement of using CNCs with reduced thickness. This
chapter is published in references [35, 36].
3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Early work of IPCNCs

IPCNCs with reduced metal nanoparticles
In the past IPCNCs are called as ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) since some
precious metal like platinum (Pt) and gold (Au) are used as conductor fillers. IPMC
was reported in 1992 by Oguro.[37] After that several improvement on the CNC
electrodes have been reported, mainly working on porous metal electrode using
chemical reduction method. One of the widely investigated IPMCs uses a chemical
reduction method to deposit precious metals on Nafion membrane surfaces, a
perfluoro-sulfonated ionomer membrane developed by DuPont, in which nanosized
metal particles penetrate into the Nafion membrane to form porous electrodes. The
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chemical reaction mechanisms for Pt and Au onto a Nafion surface is presented as
follows[38]:
LiBH4 + 4 [Pt(NH3)4]2+ + 8 OH- → 4 Pt0 +16 NH3 + LiBO2 + 6 H2O;

(3.1)

Na2SO3 + [Au(Phen)Cl2]+ + 2 OH- → Au0 + Phen + Cl2 + Na2SO4 + H2O. (3.2)

Figure 3.1 presents the results of deposition of Pt on Nafion surfaces. This
generation of IPCNC provides initial understanding of actuation mechanism.
However, this fabrication method suffers low speed, inability of thickness control,
and poor morphology. Somehow, the reduced nanoparticles block ion transport
paths which initially were used to transport the precious metal salts into membrane,
leading to small strain and low speed.

Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic of cross-section of IPCNC fabricated using chemical
reduction method. (b) SEM image of porous Pt electrode near IPCNC surface.[39]
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Direct assembly with RuO2/Nafon CNCs
More recently, Akle and Leo developed a direct assembly method to fabricate
porous electrode composites in which conductor nano-particles were mixed with a
solution of an ionomer such as Nafion and this mixture is directly deposited on the
Nafion (or other ionomer) membrane, which serves as the substrate.[40] The
process for direct assembly is shown in Figure 3.2. The direct assembly method to
fabricate IPMCs is attractive because it allows the use of a broad range of nanosized
conductors for the electrodes including carbon nanotubes. It also significantly
simplifies the fabrication process of IPMCs, improves actuator performance, and
enhances actuator manufacturing repeatability.

Figure 3.2 Schematic showing the four steps of the Direct Assembly Process for
fabricating IPCNC actuators.[40]
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IPCNC modeling work
Theoretical analysis has been carried out in parallel to the experimental
development of IPCNCs, one most comprehensive modeling work was done by
Nemat-Nasser and coworkers.[39] Ion distribution under electrical field together
with actuator mechanical properties is simulated. However, these modeling works
did not explicitly take into consideration of CNC layers, and hence could not
provide much insight on the actuation mechanism in the IPCNCs and could not
answer the question of how to improve the IPCNC actuator speed.
3.1.2

Effect of thickness on CNC layer speed

Low actuation speed caused by thick CNC layers
The CNCs fabricated by traditional methods including chemical reduction and
direct assembly usually have large thickness (10 µm or larger) due to their poor
thickness control ability. The actuation speed resulted from thick CNCs is pretty
slow. Even an IPCNC actuator with 3 µm thick CNC fabricated in this dissertation
demonstrates a slow response. In Figure 3.3, an IPCNC with 3 µm thick CNC with
RuO2/Nafion composites fabricated using direct assembly method bending from
initial state (vertical) to maximum curvature takes more than 10 seconds. This
severely limits this class of EAP for many applications. Not to mention in some
areas such as optical communication, extremely fast response actuators (> kHz) are
required.
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Figure 3.3 Slow actuation response of an IPCNC with thick CNC layers (> 3 µm).

Transmission line model
Response speed under external stimulus is a major concern in many ionic devices
due to the slow movement of ions in these devices, compared with fast moving
electrons in electrical conductive materials. Ion transport in porous electrode is not a
new research topic in ionic devices such as supercapacitors and lithium ion batteries.
In the book of Electrochemical Supercapacitors by Conway this issue is well
summarized.[41] However, in IPCNC actuators, the importance of CNC layers in
determining actuation speed has not been considered and still has not been paid
attention till research work carried out in this dissertation. To understand the
fundamentals of ion transport speed in CNC layers, an electrical transmission line
circuit is employed. Inside CNCs, there are two types of conduction processes:
electrical and ionic conduction. Under an voltage, the electrons and holes will build
up at the cathode and anode, respectively. Concomitant to this process, ions with
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opposite polarities will be attracted to the cathode and anode through the ion
conduction process. The electrical double layer (EDL) capacitance is formed
between ions and electrical conductors. In Figure 3.4, several models which have
been built in the past are shown the structure of EDL capacitance. The electrical
behavior in CNCs layers could be simulated by transmission line model which is
shown in Figure 3.5. In the figure, CI is the unit length EDL capacitor formed at the
electronic conductor and ionic conductor and RI is the unit length resistance of the
ionic conductor. The ion transport in these porous electrodes, as shown by de Levie,
is an electrical field driven diffusion process and for a uniform pore it can be
modeled as a uniform RC transmission line as illustrated in Figure 3.5.[42] The
upper line resistors (not shown here due to small resistance) stand for resistance of
electrons transport in CNC layers. Taking consideration of other elements including
interface current leakage, resistance in middle polymer matrix, and resistance of
electrical conductors in CNCs, an equivalent circuit of a bending IPCNC actuator is
shown in Figure 3.6.[43-46] In the figure, resistors RC are added to take into account
of the imperfect electrical contact among the conductive nanoparticles. However, in
order for the CNCs to function as an effective porous electrode (low electronic
resistance in the conductor network), RC<<RI where RI is the electrical resistance
for the ion transport in the ionomers. For the simplicity, ―dx‖ is removed in Figure
3.6. It is known that the charging and discharging speed is determined by RC
constant in the circuit. Since in the equivalent circuit the resistors are in series and
the capacitors in parallel, reducing the number n of RC units in Figure 3.6 will
decrease the effective RC constant and increase charging and discharging speed.
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Experimentally, this could be realized by reducing thickness of CNC layers. In this
dissertation, we will present a new fabrication method for CNC layers and
investigate the relationship between CNC thickness and IPCNC actuator speed.

Figure 3.4 Electric double layer models (a)Helmholtz model, (b)Gouy-Chapman,
(c)Stern, and (d)Bockris, Devanathan, and Muller (BDM) model.[47]

Figure 3.5 RC transmission line for an ideal CNC with uniform pore along the
thickness direction and high electronic conductance electrodes.
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Figure 3.6 RC transmission line for an IPCNC actuator which consists of two CNCs
separated by a Nafion layer. For the IPCNCs investigated here, the electronic
resistance of the conductor networks cannot be ingored and is taken into
consideration as RC. n is the number of the RC units in the equivalent circuit of RC
transmission line.

3.1.3

Layer-by-layer self assembly for ultra thin CNC fabrication

Ionic self-assembled multilayer (ISAM) films, also referred to as layer-by-layer
(LbL) films, allow detailed structural and thickness control at the molecular level,
combined with ease of manufacturing and low cost. The LbL method simply
involves the alternate immersion of a charged substrate into an aqueous solution of
a polycation and an aqueous solution of a polyanion at room temperature. The
mechanism of LbL method is shown in Figure 3.7. Since the adsorption is based on
the electrostatic attraction of interlayer charges, each layer is self-limiting in
thickness (typically 0.3 to 20 nm per layer, dependent on materials and conditions)
and uniform at the molecular level. ISAM films are highly robust, rapidly deposited
(typically in ~1 min), and applicable to a large set of materials that enable tuning of
a vast array of properties. These films with ultra-thin thickness, multi functions and
tunable properties have been found attractive in biomedical, optics, electronics and
many other application fields. In energy storage devices such as batteries,
supercapacitors and ionic polymer actuators, these thin films are also very attractive
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for their potential used as composite electrodes (or porous electrodes) which may
provide high conductivity for both ions and electrons.

Figure 3.7. Schematic of film growth using layer-by-layer assembly method with
polycations and polyanions. [48]

3.2
3.2.1

Electrical impedance analysis
Simplified equivalent circuit

The electrical impedance of the neat Nafion layer can be understood based on the
simplified equivalent electrical circuit in Figure 3.8 for which the electrical
impedance can be expressed as

Z  Rs 

1
jC s

(3.3)
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where Rs= R+

2 Rin
1  ( 1 ) 2

, Cs=

1  ( 1 ) 2
2( 1 ) 2

C , τ1= RinC, C is the electric double

layer capacitance, Rin is related to the leakage current at the interface, and ω is the
angular frequency.[34] Under low applied voltage, it has been shown that C (= ε/L,
where L is the sample thickness and we assume the capacitor has a unit area) can be
approximated as,

  R

1  i
i  tanh(Y ) / Y

(3.4)

where εR is the dielectric permittivity of the material (i.e., Nafion with ILs here, εR =
Kε0, where K is dielectric constant), τ= εRR/L = εR/σ, ε0 = 8.85×10-12 F/m (vacuum
permittivity), Y = M(1+iωτ)1/2, M = L/(2LD), and LD is the Debye length which is in
nm scale and much smaller than the film thickness. At low frequencies C ~ εR/LD.
Hence, electrode polarization leads to significantly enhanced dielectric response. Eq.
(3.3) can qualitatively describe the change of Rs and Cs with frequency in Figure 3.8.
Hence, when ωτ1 << 1, Cs can be much larger than C while Rs is approaching
R+2Rin and when ωτ 1>>1 the electric impedance of Figure 3.8 is Z = R+1/(jωC).
Phase angle ϕ can be found from tanϕ =

1
. A  = 90°corresponds to a pure
Rs C s

capacitor and  = 0° to a pure resistor (which would indicate the electrical
impedance of the resistor is much larger than that of the capacitor which is 1/(ωC)).
Since the resistive component represents the electrical loss, a ϕ approaches 90o is
preferred in order to achieve a high electrical efficiency of the actuator. To quantify
response speed, we introduce the frequency f1 at which tanϕ = 1 (or ϕ = 45o) and the
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real (resistive) and imaginary (capacitive) parts of the electrical impedance become
equal.

Figure 3.8 Simplified equivalent RC transmission line electrical circuit IPCNC
actuators.

3.2.2

Results of direct assemble CNCs with different thickness

The preliminary of electrical impedance of RuO2/Nafion composites which are
prepared using the direct assembly method are presented here. RuO2 nano-particles
purchased from Alfa Aesar with 13-19 nm diameter are mixed with 20% Nafion
dispersion from Aldrich. The mixture is sonicated before being sprayed on the
Nafion film surface.[40] In this study, a CNC layer with 40 vol% of RuO2
nanoparticles was used. After spraying, films are transferred to a vacuum oven to
remove the solvent and then ready for further actuator fabrication. 3 µm and 10 µm
thick CNCs are prepared. The results of electrical impedance of IPCNC actuators
fabricated with these CNCs are presented in Figure 3.9. One noticeable change is
that ϕ becomes smaller (less capacitive-like for RuO2 2 which has 10 µm
RuO2/Nafion composite CNC layer, even at the lowest frequency measured (0.5 Hz),
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ϕ is at 55o. f1 is also reduced significantly. For RuO2 1 and RuO2 2, which have
total thickness of CNC electrode layers of 3 µm and 10 µm, f1 is reduced to 24.5 Hz
and 1 Hz, respectively. To increase speed, thickness reduction has highest priority
to be done and this is achieved by replacing thick RuO2/Nafion composite with thin
LbL CNCs.

.
Figure 3.9 Electrical impedance of IPCNCs with RuO2/Nafion nanocomposite
CNCs (RuO2 1 and RuO2 2) as a function of frequency.
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3.3
3.3.1

Experimental
Actuator fabrication

In this chapter, the main purpose is to compare the effect of different CNC types
and thickness on the performance of actuators, so the same polymer matrix in the
middle layer and ionic liquids are used in different actuators. These two fabrication
methods, i.e. direct assembly and LbL, allow the CNC layer thickness to be varied
from sub-micron to more than tens of microns.
For the IPCNCs investigated in this paper, the commercial Nafion film NR211 of thickness 25 µm was chosen as the ionomer layer. LbL composites are made
by immersing the Nafion film into two aqueous solutions alternately, which contain
gold nanopaticles and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) as the polyanion and
polycation, respectively.[49] The composites grow via the electrostatic attraction
between positively-charged PAH and the Nafion sulfonic groups or negativelycharged gold nanoparticles (particle size ~ 2 nm, Purest Colloids, Inc)). An optical
image of grown 100 bilayers LbL on Nafion surfaces is shown in Figure 3.10. The
LbL CNCs, comprising 100 and 200 LbL bilayers, have the CNC electrode
thickness de of 0.4 µm and 0.8 µm, respectively. For each IPCNC actuator, there are
two CNC electrodes on two surfaces and hence the total IPCNC thickness is 25.8
µm and 26.6 µm, respectively. The IPCNCs with these two CNC layer thicknesses
are referred to as LbL1 and LbL2 in the paper. An SEM image of a 100 bilayers
LbL IPCNC surface is shown in Figure 3.11. For comparison, an SEM image is also
taken for RuO2/Nafion CNC and shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.10 Optical image of 100 bilayers LbL IPCNC without gold electrode.
(Courtesy of Dr. Vaibhav Jain, Virginia Tech)

Figure 3.11 SEM image of 100 bilayers LbL IPCNC surface.

Figure 3.12 SEM image of RuO2/Nafion CNC.
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After composites are grown on neat Nafion membranes, actuators are
fabricated

by

soaking

samples

with

40

wt%

ionic

liquid

1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (EMI-Tf), which functions as the
solvent as well as provides mobile ions for the actuation, and bonding 50 nm thick
gold leaves as external electrodes on both sides of the samples. As have been
demonstrated, IPCNCs with ILs as the solvent to replace water can lead to many
orders of magnitude increase in the actuation lifetime. The lateral dimensions of all
the actuators are 1 mm in width and 8 mm in length. Table 3.1 summarizes the
thickness of the composite electrode layer de and the total thickness of the actuators
investigated in this paper. For the comparison purpose, pure Nafion films with
thickness of 25 µm and 50 µm which were bonded with 50 nm thick gold leaves on
two sides of the film as the electrodes (Neat Nafion 1 and Neat Nafion 2 in Table
3.1), respectively, were also studied.

Table 3.1 Summary of various thicknesses of the actuator films.a
Composite electrode Total thickness of the
Thickness de
actuator
Neat Nafion 1
0
25 µm
LbL 1
0.4 µm
25.8 µm
LbL 2
0.8 µm
26.6 µm
RuO2 1
3 µm
31 µm
RuO2 2
10 µm
45 µm
Neat Nafion 2
0
50 µm
a
All actuators have lateral dimensions of 1 mm × 8 mm (width × length).
IPCNCs
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3.3.2

Characterization methods

Impedance characterization method
The electrical impedance of these IPCNCs was characterized by a Lock-in amplifier
(Stanford Research System SR830 DSP) 0.1 V AC field amplitude. In this
measurement, both the phase and amplitude of the applied voltage V=V0exp(jϕv) and
current I=I0exp(jϕc) are recorded and the ratio yields the electric impedance Z as a
function of frequency,

Z ()  V ( ) I ( )

(3.5)

The frequency is measured from 0.5 Hz to 100 kHz.
The frequency dependence of electrical impedance of these actuators as a
function of frequency under 0.1 volt AC signal was characterized to probe how the
CNC layer thickness affects the frequency response of the actuator and the related
electrical efficiency. It should be noted that the electrical and electromechanical
responses of these ionic actuators are nonlinear functions of the applied voltage.
Compared with high voltage responses, the linear electrical responses of these ionic
conductive systems under low voltage have been relatively well understood. In this
study, we chose 0.1 volt so that both the actuation strain and electric impedance can
be characterized over a broad frequency range with required accuracy. We would
like to point out that the applied voltage will affect the numerical values of the
results, for example, the capacitance will increase with applied voltage in the
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voltage range studied here. However, these nonlinear effects will not change the
conclusions drawn from the experimental results.
Time domain and frequency domain strain characterization
The time resolved bending actuation of the actuators was recorded by a charge
coupled device (CCD) camera attached to a probe station (Cascade Microtech M150)
which has been describe in chapter 2. A step voltage was applied to generate
bending strain and the maximum applied voltage is 4 volt. The strain is calculated
using Eq. (2.9) from the curvature under the voltage which has been presented in
Chapter 2.
The actuation of these actuators as a function of frequency was also
characterized under a 0.1 volt AC signal. In the measurement, one end of the
bending actuator is fixed and the tip displacement of the free end was measured by a
laser vibrometer (OFV3001S controller and OFV 511 optical sensor head) which
could measure small displacement (~ nm) up to several kHz.
3.4
3.4.1

Results and discussion
Electrical impedance

For ionomers such as the Nafion films, it is well known that the EDL capacitor does
not change while R will increase with film thickness. Indeed, Figure 3.13(a) and
3.13(b) show that the capacitance of the neat Nafion films of 25 µm (C ~ 6.2×10-9
F·mm-2) is nearly the same as that of 50 µm thick (C ~ 5.6×10-9 F·mm-2), while R
increases from 417 Ω·mm2 for the 25 µm thick film to 780 Ω·mm2 for the 50 µm
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thick film. The effective dielectric constant Keff = 15890 is deduced for 25 µm neat
Nafion, in which Keff = ε/ε0 = C/(Lε0). Such a large Keff is due to the electrode
polarization at the electrode interface. The small variations in the R and C values are
caused by the experimental uncertainties (  10%). All these values are taken at 10
kHz where both Cs and Rs become nearly independent of frequency and equal to C
and R, respectively, because ωτ1 >> 1 at that frequency range. From the resistance
value R, the conductivity of the Nafion film with IL of EMI-Tf at 10 kHz can be
deduced as σ= 6×10-4 S·cm-1. In addition, by fitting Figure 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) using
Eq. (3.3) the values of Rin and τ1 are obtained as 1×104 Ω·mm2 and 7.2×10-3 s,
respectively.
Figure 3.13(c) is the phase angle ϕ of the electrical impedance Z = Z0exp(jϕ)
for the two Nafion layers as a function of frequency. The data indicates that
although these Nafion films exhibit small bending actuation due to low capacitance
at the electrode, the small value of Cs and Rs results in a ϕ near 90o over a broad
frequency range. For the neat Nafion films, the increased resistance from the films
of 25 µm to 50 µm results in a reduction of f1 from 79.3 kHz to 43.7 kHz. The
results indicate that for neat Nafion films, the electrical charge/discharge time can
be quite short.
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Figure 3.13 Electrical impedance of neat Nafion films (Neat Nafion 1 of 25 µm
thickness and Neat Nafion 2 of 50 µm thickness) as a function of frequency.

Figure 3.14 presents the electrical impedance for the IPCNC actuators of
LbL 1 and LbL 2. For LbL 1 which is only 25.8 µm thick (0.4 µm CNC layer
thickness on two sides of Nafion film), f1 becomes 13.5 kHz. Further increasing the
total CNC layer thickness to 0.8 µm reduces f1 of LbL 2 actuator films to 3.64 kHz.
These results indicate that the charging time of IPCNC increases markedly as the
CNC layer thickness increases and slow charging time in IPCNCs with thick CNC
layers will limit the actuation speed (for most IPCNCs investigated, the CNC layer
thickness is much larger than 10 µm).
For the IPCNC actuators with CNC electrodes, after the application of a
voltage, excess ions will enter (or leave) the CNC porous electrode layer through
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the CNC/ionomer interface. Consequently, as indicated by the RC transmission line
model in Figure 3.8, the capacitors CI near the CNC/Ionomer interface will be
charged first and the excess ions will then progressively diffuse into the composite
layer to charge the capacitors further away from the interface. Therefore, an IPCNC
actuator with thicker CNC layer will have a longer ion transport time. Furthermore,
due to the increased resistance in the charging (or discharging) process, as the
frequency increases (or with short time electrical pulse), less capacitors in Figure
3.6 will be charged for IPCNC with thick CNC layers. This explains the observed
reduction (Figure 3.9) of Cs for the RuO2/Nafion based IPCNCs at frequencies
above 1 kHz as the CNC layer thickness is increased from 3 µm to 10 µm.
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Figure 3.14 Electrical impedance of LbL 1 and LbL 2 IPCNCs as a function of
frequency.

3.4.2

Strain responses

Time domain strain response
Presented in Figure 3.15(a) is the bending actuation of the actuators without the
composite electrode layer, i.e. neat Nafion film of 25 µm thick with 40 wt% of ionic
liquid EMI-Tf. The actuation is under a step voltage of 4 volts. The bending
actuation is quite small due to the low electric double layer (EDL) capacitance from
the flat electrodes of the neat ionomer films. Ionomeric polymer films such as
Nafion with blocking electrodes form an electric double layer capacitor near the
electrodes, due to the ion accumulation or depletion near the electrodes, and have
been modeled as an interface EDL capacitor C at the electrodes in series with a
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resistor R which accounts for the conduction in the bulk of the film, as illustrated in
Figure 3.8. The resistance is given by R=L/(Aσ) where L is the Nafion film
thickness, A is the area, and ζ is the conductivity which is a product of mobile ion
density n and mobility µ (=qnµ, where q is the charge carried by the mobile ion). To
take into account the leakage current at the electrode, a resistor Rin (>> R) is often
added in parallel with the EDL capacitor C. The excess charges accumulated in the
EDL capacitor C generate local strain near the electrodes and, for the case
investigated here, create bending actuation when the strains at the cathode and
anode are not the same.
As the CNC layer is added to the pure Nafion layer, the bending actuation
increases markedly. As shown in Figure 3.15(b), LbL1 exhibits a much larger
bending actuation even with only 0.4 µm thick LbL CNC layer on both sides of the
25 µm Nafion substrate. In general, for such a bending actuator under near static
condition, a thicker CNC layer will generate larger bending and higher force output
for a given CNC material.
From the radius of the curvature measured from several LbL1 and LbL2
bending actuators (Figure 3.15), the strain Sc10 (amplitude) is derived to be 7% 
0.5% under 4 volts step voltage (or peak to peak strain ~ 14%). In comparison, the
strain Sc10 in the RuO2 CNC layer deduced from the data is 3%  0.5% under the
same voltage (or peak to peak strain ~ 6%). The results obtained show that the LbL
self-assembled Au nanocomposite CNC layers can generate much higher strain
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compared with RuO2/Nafion nanocomposite based IPCNCs and other IPCNCs
reported.
The bending actuation of LbL 1 and RuO2 1 under a step voltage of 4 volts
was characterized to probe the actuation speed. The thin CNC layers (~ 0.4 µm)
lead to fast actuation response as presented in Figure 3.16. Fitting the strain
response in Figure 3.16 with

S (t )  S0 (1  e t /  )

(3.6)

where characterizes the actuation response time yields a τ = 0.18 seconds for the
LbL 1 and τ = 1.03 seconds for RuO2 1 IPCNCs. For RuO2 2, due to increased
thickness (10 µm), a much reduced actuation speed is presented with τ = 5.62
seconds. A thin CNC layer can lead to fast IPCNC actuation response.
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Figure 3.15 Photo images of the bending actuation under 4 volt: (a) the neat Nafion
layer of 25 µm thick; (b) the LbL 1 (with 100 layers LbL composite, 0.4 µm thick of
each CNC layer) actuator; (c) the LbL2 (200 layers LbL composite, 0.8 µm thick of
each CNC layer) actuator; (d) the RuO2 1 (3µm thick RuO2/Nafion nanocomposite)
bending actuator.
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Figure 3.16 The normalized time domain actuator strain (the data of each sample are
divided by the maximum strain, respectively) under a step voltage of 4 volt for
LbL1, RuO2 1 and RuO2 2.
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Frequency domain strain response
In Figure 3.17, we present the frequency dependence of the bending actuator tip
displacement (~ strain) of these actuators under 0.1 V AC signal as a function of
frequency (Neat Nafion 1, LbL 1, and RuO2 1). Short length samples (3 mm) are
used in order to avoid resonance in measurement frequency range. At low
frequencies, RuO2 1 displays larger tip displacement due to the thick CNC layer (3
µm). However, at frequencies above 250 Hz, its tip displacement becomes smaller
than that of LbL 1, caused by the fact that the penetration depth of the excess ions
into the CNC layers in RuO2 1 becomes smaller (which also causes a reduction of
the capacitance). In addition, an IPCNC actuator with thick CNC layers will require
more excess ions in the CNC layer to generate the same bending compared with that
with thin CNC layers.

Figure 3.17 Small signal (0.1 V amplitude AC) tip deflection as a function of
frequency for Neat Nafion 1, LbL1 and RuO2 1.
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3.4.3

Actuator efficiency with different CNCs

If there is no other loss, the total conversion efficiency ηT of an actuator is

T  e  ME

(3.7)

where electrical efficiency ηe is the ratio of the electric energy stored in the
capacitor component to the total input electric energy and electromechanical
efficiency ηME is the ratio of the mechanical energy generated to the total input
electric energy.
Electrical efficiency
The electrical efficiency is related to electric loss D = tan(90- ϕ) with the relation
as

e 

1
1 D

(3.8)

Figure 3.18 summarizes the pure electrical losses and electrical efficiency of these
IPCNC actuators and their comparison with the two neat Nafion films. The total
input electrical energy into the actuator films includes the energy stored in the
capacitors and resistive loss. It is the former that will be converted to mechanical
energy for actuation and this conversion process has an efficiency ηME which is
below 100%. This is very similar to that in piezoelectric materials in which only a
fraction of the electrical energy stored in the actuator capacitor component is
converted into mechanical energy. For RuO2 2 which has a CNC layer thickness of
10 µm, ηe alone at 100 Hz is below 0.2 (20%).
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Figure 3.18 (a) The electrical loss and (b) electrical efficiency of the IPCNCs.
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Strain to charge ratio
Instead of calculating electromechanical efficiency directly, the ratio of strain to
stored charge is compared between actuators with different CNCs. This ratio
indicates conversion efficiency from electrical to mechanical energy, simplifying
the analysis process. From the data in Figure 3.15, the strain

is calculated using

Eq. (2.9) for LbL 1 and RuO2 1. Figure 3.19 is the ratio of the strain

versus the

charge stored in the CNC layer at the same frequency, which is

Q0 

V0C s
1  (C s Rs ) 2

(3.9)

The results indicate that in the whole frequency range investigated (0.5 Hz to 10
kHz) LbL 1 has much higher ratio of strain/charge compared with RuO2 1, implying
much higher electromechanical conversion efficiency. The result shows that not all
the ions inserted into CNC layers could generate actuation. Strain is generated less
efficiently in CNCs such as RuO2 1 with more loosely packed conductors (SEM
image in Figure 3.12) since more inserted ions (more charges) are needed in order
to interact with surrounding conductors or polymer matrix (strain generation). In
contrast, due to the advances of fabrication method the more tightly packed
conductors with narrower spacing in between in LbL 1 sample (SEM image in
Figure 3.11) could facilitate strain generation. In Figure 3.15 as frequency increases,
the strain to charge ratios in both LbL1 and RuO2 1 reduce and the difference
between the two samples becomes smaller at higher frequency. This is mainly
because ions transport path greatly reduces with frequency increases, causing less
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ions insertion in CNC layers and hence less volume change (strain generation) in
CNC layers.

Figure 3.19 The normalized ratio of strain to charge stored in the CNC layers as a
function of frequency for LbL1 and RuO2 1 (the data are divided by the maximum
value in LbL1 at 0.5 Hz).

3.5

Simulation of electrical response with equivalent circuits

A computer model which is based on transmission line theory is built to simulation
performance of IPCNC actuators. IPCNC actuators with different CNC thickness
could be simulated with equivalent circuits (Figure 3.6) of different element
numbers and values. The computer model is built in software NI Multisim. An set
of the models for IPCNC actuators with LbL CNCs is shown in Figure 3.20. The
values of each element is shown in the models; the numbers of RC unit are 5, 10,
and 20 for 50 layer, 100 layer, and 200 layer LbL CNCs, respectively. Instead of
electrical impedance, the dielectric constant of the experimental and simulation
results are compared, which show the change more clearly as layer number increase.
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Figure 3.20 Computer model for simulation of electrical response of IPCNC
actuators with (a) 50 layer LbL CNCs; (b) 100 layer LbL CNCs; (c) 200 layer LbL
CNCs.
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From electrical impedance data measured previously, the complex dielectric
constant could be derived using formula

(3.10)
(3.11)
where K' and K" are real and imaginary dielectric constant, respectively; d is sample
thickness; A is sample area; ω is angular frequency; Rs and Cs are series resistance
and capacitance, respectively. The complex dielectric constant of LbL CNC
actuators calculated from the impedance data is shown in Figure 3.21. In Figure
3.21a, it can be seen that with layer number increased the real dielectric constant K'
increases at low frequency (0.5 Hz); in addition, K' is almost proportional to the
layer number of LbL CNCs at 0.5 Hz. As frequency increases, K' drops in all of the
three actuators. In Figure 3.21b, K" shows a peak in the frequency range from 100
Hz to 10 kHz in actuators with different LbL layer numbers. The peak value drops
as layer number decreases; the frequency at peak increases as layer number
decreases. For comparison, the simulation results of complex dielectric constant
from computer model is shown in Figure 3.22. It should be noted that the values of
simulated K' and K" is based on arbitrary sample dimensions and Similar change in
K' and K" versus frequency and layer number is found in the simulation result in
Figure 3.22a and Figure 3.22b: K' doubles as layer number doubles; K' drops as
frequency increases; K" has a peak between 100 Hz and 10 kHz; peak value
decreases as layer number decreases; peak position moves to higher frequency with
less layer number of LbL CNCs.
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Figure 3.21 Complexe dielectric constant of LbL CNC actuators versus frequency
calculated from impedance data: (a) real part; (b) imaginary part.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.22 Complexe dielectric constant of LbL CNC actuators versus frequency
from simulation: (a) real part; (b) imaginary part.
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These results indicate that transmission line model is suitable for electrical
modeling of IPCNC actuators. It should be noted that with the computer models
used in Figure 3.20, the simulation results cannot precisely match experimental data.
One of the reasons is that the RC unit number is limited in the models, while for real
IPCNC actuators, the electrical elements are distributed through CNCs. With more
units in the model, the simulation result should be able to approach experimental
data more closely.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter investigates the influence of CNC layers on the electromechanical
performance of IPCNCs fabricated by the direct assembly method. It shows that
IPCNC actuators with CNC made of layer-by-layer self-assembled Au
nanocomposite exhibit a high strain response (peak to peak strain ~ 14%) compared
with that of IPCNC actuators with the traditional mixing method fabricated RuO 2
nanocomposite CNCs (peak to peak strain ~ 6%). The LbL self-assembly process
allows for fabricating high quality CNC layers with high reproducibility at
submicron thickness which leads to fast actuation speed due to thin CNC layers. An
IPCNC actuator with 0.4 µm CNC layer exhibits a strain response time ~ 0.18
seconds under a step voltage of 4 volts. The large strain in the CNC layers generates
large bending actuation in these IPCNC actuators even with these thin CNC layers.
The frequency dependence behavior of these IPCNCs under low applied voltage
(=0.1 V) was also characterized at frequencies from 0.5 Hz to 10 kHz. The results
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show that LbL CNC based IPCNC actuators exhibit higher electrical efficiency and
higher strain/charge ratio (higher electromechanical efficiency) compared with
RuO2/Nafion nanocomposite CNC based IPCNC actuators. The results show the
potential in developing CNCs for generating large strain response. The results also
demonstrate that it is also the CNC layers in IPCNC actuators that determine the
actuator speed. As the CNC layer thickness increases, the long ion transport time in
the CNC layers results in a slow actuation response, which also causes a high
electrical loss in the actuators.
In general, for an IPCNC actuator to deliver a large strain and force output,
a large capacitance and hence a thick CNC layer is preferred. On the other hand, a
thick CNC layer will lead to low actuation speed and low actuation response at high
frequency. Hence, it is highly desirable to develop CNCs with very high
electromechanical strain level and high ionic transport speed.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROLLED MORPHOLOGY OF CNCs USING VA-CNTs
WITH HIGH VOLUME FRACTION

In this chapter, I will investigated the performance of IPCNC actuators by
controlling morphology of CNC layers. The effect of CNC morphology on
electromechanical strain generation will be investigated. Here we will exploit recent
advances in fabricating VA-CNTs with ultra-high volume fraction. In order to
fabricate high quality CNC layers with these VA-CNTs, we investigated several
fabrication methods. We will compare the performance of IPCNC actuators of VACNTs CNCs with that of the random nanoparticles filled CNCs. The results show
the advantage of VA-CNT CNCs in generating large strain generation and fast
actuation speed. This chapter is published in reference [50].
4.1

Introduction

Porous materials are of scientific and technological interest because of their ability
of interacting with atoms, ions, molecules at extremely large surface areas. Porous
materials contribute to developments in many areas such as microelectronics,
chemical synthesis, energy storage and medical diagnosis.[51] [52] The
development of traditional porous materials focused on increasing surface area by
tuning porosity. Some materials with extremely large surface area have been
reported. In 2001, Nijkamp fabricated high surface area carbon with 2030 m2g-1.[53]
Most of porous materials have disordered structure. The ordered structure in porous
materials is then pursued which can lead to superior application properties.[51] In
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this thesis, the ordered polymer composites with porous fillers which facilitate fast
ion transport are studied. As can be seen in Figure 4.1(a), the randomly distributed
nanoparticles create torturous ion transport paths and hence long transport distance
and slow speed. The ordered structure could facilitate ion transport speed with the
aligned channels (Figure 4.1(b)). These composites could be used in energy storage
and transduction devices such as batteries, solar cells, supercapacitors and IPCNC
actuators for high efficiency and fast speed. In Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, the same
idea is employed in solar cells and supercapacitors, respectively.[54] Two strategies
are used to fabricate these high performance polymer composites. The first strategy
is to mix polymer solution and fillers before forming ordered structures. Then the
fillers are aligned by applying electrical/magnetic field or electrospinning the
solution. One challenge is that high volume fraction composites are difficult to
fabricate using this strategy. The other strategy is to infiltrate polymer dispersion
into the ordered porous materials, with high volume fraction of fillers. Several
fabrication methods have been developed for the ordered porous materials, such as
template growth.[55] Recent advances in fabricating controlled-morphology aligned
carbon nanotubes (VA-CNTs) with ultrahigh volume fraction create unique
opportunities for markedly improving the electromechanical performance of iEAPs.[56-58] Composite electrode or porous electrode is a key part in ionic
polymer actuators. Here, we report on developing i-EAPs utilizing continuous
aligned CNTs with high packing fraction and will show that this unique morphology
enhances electroactive device performance in three distinct ways: creating
continuous paths through inter-VA-CNT channels for fast ion conduction,
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minimizing electrical conduction resistance due to the continuous CNTs, and by
tailoring modulus anisotropically to enhance actuation strain. These advantages are
in contrast to the i-EAPs with randomly-dispersed conducting inclusions such as the
ionic polymer metal composites (IPMC) that create tortuous ionic transport paths,
discontinuous charge transfer, and non-optimal isotropic moduli.[19, 23, 37, 59-63]
We will show that by making use of the highly aligned and high volume fraction
VA-CNTs, significant improvement in the electromechanical performance,
including the strain level and actuation response time, of i-EAPs is achieved.

Figure 4.1 (a) Tortuous ion transport paths in nanoparticle/Nafion CNCs, where
black dots are conductive nanoparticles. (b) Direct ion transport paths in VACNT/Nafion CNCs.
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Figure 4.2 Ordered TiO2 nanotubes and their application in solar cells.[54]

Figure 4.3 Ordered porous electrodes for higher power supercacitors.[52]
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4.2

Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes for controlled morphology
composite electrodes

4.2.1

Background of nanoscale fillers in polymer composites

Due to the burst development of nanomaterial fabrication, a large window of
opportunity has opened for using nanoscale fillers in polymer composites. The
increased surface area of nanoscale fillers bring in several advantages over
traditional micron-scale fillers. For different material property requirement, the
shapes of fillers could be chosen from fiber, plate and even three-dimension shape,
which are shown in Figure 4.4. Take carbon as an example, the carbon powder,
CNT and graphene are of different shapes. One of the most used nanoscale filler
type is carbon nanotube due to its easy fabrication, excellent mechanical property
and electrical conductivity. The ordered CNTs with anisotropic properties will be
studied in this thesis.
4.2.2

Carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes were first found in 1991 by Sumio Iijima of NEC Corp. in Japan.
Depending on shell number of graphene sheets, the nanotubes could be divided into
single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT). The TEM
image shows the layered structure of a MWNT (Figure 4.5). The concentric SWNTs
in a MWNT are held by van der Waals bonding.
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Figure 4.4 Fillers in composites with different shapes.[64]

Figure 4.5 TEM image of multi-wall carbon nanotubes.[65]
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4.2.3

Anisotropic mechanical properties in VA-CNTs

The high volume fraction VA-CNTs based CNCs can also lead to high elastic
anisotropy, which is highly desirable for the bending actuators developed in this
paper. For an i-EAP actuator, it is highly desirable that the strain is generated only
along the actuation direction (or directions) while the strains along the other
directions (unwanted strain) are suppressed. The high elastic CNT modulus
combined with the high volume fraction of the VA-CNTs gives rise to CNC that is
stiff in the CNT alignment direction compared with that in perpendicular
directions.[66, 67] As a result, the strain generated in the bending actuators due to
the accumulation or depletion of the excess ions in the CNCs will be predominantly
along the directions perpendicular to the CNT alignment direction, e.g., referring to
Figure 4.6, the volumetric expansion due to the ions will be suppressed in the
unwanted x3-direction and therefore enhanced in the desirable x1- and x2- direction(s)
for the device. The superscripts 1, 2 and 3 are used in this paper for x1-, x2- and x3directions. Since the volume strain generated by excess ions is Sv= S1 + S2 + S3, a
smaller S3 will increase the strain level S1 for actuation, improving the actuation
efficiency. By contrast, if the CNCs possess isotropic elastic properties (as in the
case of nanofiller-type concepts), the strain generated due to the excess ions in the
CNCs will also be isotropic. However, the strain generated along the x3-direction
does not contribute to the actuation of the bending actuators. It is noted that in
general, for electroactive materials in which induced strains S3 and S1 have the same
sign, reducing the strain S3 will enhance the strain S1, and vice versa. This is the
case for the materials studied here. However, for electroactive materials such as
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piezoelectric materials in which S3 and S1 have opposite signs, reducing strain S3
will restrict S1 strain. Such materials would require a different morphology CNC to
be optimal. In general, the strain generated in an electroactive material will depend
on applied electric field (or voltage) and stress. Here we assume the material is
isotropic to simplify the analysis and material constitutive subscripts 1, 3
correspond to the x1, x3 directions in Figure 4.6(b), respectively. This constitutive
denotation for electroactive materials follows the IEEE Standard. When strain S3 is
restrained along the x3-direction due to a stress T3,

S3  S30  s33T3

(4.1)

S1  S10  s13T3

(4.2)

where subscripts 33 and 13 are reduced tensor notation for 3333 and 1133 (for
isotropic materials s33=s11 and s13=s12), S30 and S10 are the strain generated
electrically under stress free condition, s33 and s13 are elastic compliances (s13<0),
and S3 and S1 are the strain under the x3-dirction clamping condition in the x3- and
x1-directions, respectively. Assuming that T3 results in S3=0, then:

S1  S10  s12 S30 / s11

(4.3)

If S30 and S10 have the same sign (as in the materials studied here), Eq. (4.2) shows
that |S1|>|S10|. On the other hand, if S30 and S10 have opposite signs, Eq (4.2) shows
that the clamping along the x3-direction will reduce the strain generated along the
x1-direction. For the electroactive polymers studied here in the geometry in Figure
4.6, the effect of clamping in the x3-direction is to enhance strain in the (desirable)
x1-direction.
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Figure 4.6 Schematic drawing of (a) a CNC/ionomer/CNC three-layer bimorph
actuator with VA-CNTs in the CNC layers (no voltage applied), (b) a bent actuator
with excess ions on cathode side with voltage applied (x3 axis in the thickness
direction and x1 axis along length direction, i.e. actuation direction). In the actuator,
the mobile ions are assumed to be cations.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental
Vertically aligned carbon nanotube growth

VA-CNTs were grown using a modified chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method
on silicon substrates using an Fe-on-alumina catalyst system.[68, 69] The process of
VA-CNT growth is shown in Figure 4.7. The resulting aligned CNTs have been
characterized previously for alignment, CNT diameter, distribution, and spacing.[70]
The as-synthesized CNTs (referred to as 1% Vf) have areal densities of 109~1010
CNTs/cm2. The average diameter of these CNTs is 8 nm and the CNT-CNT spacing
(center to center) is approximately 80 nm. For high volume fraction CNT
fabrication, the released array is then subjected to mechanical biaxial densification
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in two orthogonal directions (Figure 4.8).[57] By varying the intertube distance via
densification, variable-density CNT arrays can be obtained. A summary of optical
and SEM images of 1% 10% and 20% Vf VA-CNT is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.7 Schematic of vertically aligned CNT growth process. (a) pretreatment of
catalyst on substrate (metal film de-wetting into nanoclusters); (b) nucleation of
CNTs on the catalyst particles; (c) growth.[71]

Figure 4.8 VA-CNT densification using mechanical compression method.[57]
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Figure 4.9 VA-CNTs with different volume fractions. [57]
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4.3.2

Fabrication of VA-CNT/Nafion composites and actuators

VA-CNT/Nafion composites
In the fabrication process of the VA-CNT forest/Nafion composites, the alcohol
solvent in a commercial Nafion dispersion purchased from Ion-Power® was
replaced by dimethylformamide (DMF). The high boiling point (153°C) of DMF
makes it possible to slowly evaporate the solvent when processed at room
temperature. A fast evaporation of the solvent can cause collapse of the CNT arrays
and leading at times to polymer-rich regions inside the CNC composite (Figure
4.10). The DMF/Nafion solution is infiltrated into CNT arrays under vacuum for
several hours to remove trapped air between nanotubes, which is extremely
important to prepare high quality VA-CNT/Nafion composites. The whole
evaporation process occurred over approximately one week. After removing the
solvent, the composite is annealed at 130°C under vacuum for 1 h to increase
crystallinity of the Nafion. An optical image of good quality composite is shown in
Figure 4.11(a). The fabricated VA-CNTs/Nafion nanocomposites were embedded in
an epoxy and then sectioned using a finesse microtome (Figure 4.13) with VACNTs perpendicular to the cutting direction (Figure 4.13). Excess epoxy at the
edges was removed by manually trimming the edges with a razor blade. The optical
image of sectioned composite is shown in Figure 4.11(b). Figure 4.14 is an SEM
image of an exemplary VA-CNT/Nafion surface, showing uniform distribution of
CNTs on the surface of composite.
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Figure 4.10 Optical image of matrix-rich regions in a CNC composite due to CNT
collapse (as evidenced by light grey neat Nafion regions) from fast solvent
evaporation.

Figure 4.11 Optical image of (a) VA-CNT/Nafion composite, (b) thin slice of VACNT Nafion composite sectioned by a microtome.
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Figure 4.12 Photograph of microtome used for sectioning composite films.

Figure 4.13 Schematic of sectioning VA-CNT/Nafio nanocomposite with a
microtome to form thin slices with CNTs along thickness direction.
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Figure 4.14 SEM image of VA-CNT/Nafion composite with CNT array in thickness
(x3) direction. The image demonstrates that large-area VA-CNT/Nafion CNC films
can be synthesized free of defects.

Actuator fabrication
The VA-CNT/Nafion CNC layers were bonded to the Nafion film by an ultra-thin
layer of Nafion dispersion (<0.1µm), which was deposited on the neat Nafion film
surfaces by ultrasonic spraying. CNC layers were laminated on the neat Nafion film
surfaces and the CNC/Nafion/CNC actuator stack was then clamped by two
KaptonTM films under pressure. The stacks were dried and then annealed at 130 °C
to further improve the bonding 50 nm thick gold electrodes are bonded on
composite surfaces to increase surface conductivity. The multilayer structure is
shown in Figure 4.15. The SEM image of interface of CNC and Nafion middle layer
is shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15 Structure of VA-CNT/Nafion nanocomposite actuators with ultra thin
Au external electrodes and Nafion spacer and fabrication process.

Figure 4.16 SEM image of interface region, showing aligned CNTs in CNC layer.
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4.3.3

Characterization methods

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
SEM is extensively used in the VA-CNT growth, VA-CNT/Nafion composite
fabrication and IPCNC actuator fabrication processes to check the quality and
morphology of samples. The volume fraction of densified VA-CNT forest is
controlled by mechanical compression distance and the final inter-tube is distance is
confirmed by using SEM. In VA-CNT/Nafion composite fabrication process, the
morphology of composite is frequently checked using SEM to eliminate samples
with cracks which are formed due to fast solvent evaporation. The cross-section of
IPCNC actuator is examined under SEM for interface bonding quality check. A
clean cross-section is created by breaking the fabricated actuator in liquid nitrogen.
Strain measurement
Several strain measurement methods have been used. The mechanical anisotropicity
of VA-CNT/Nafion composites is tested by measuring dimension change before and
after soaking ionic liquids. The modulus of Nafion soaked with ILs becomes
relatively low (~50 MPa), so the thickness change (~µm) is measured using LVDT
which has a ultra-light probe with a large area probe head and introduce small
pressure on polymer film (<10 kPa). The lateral dimension change (~mm) is
measured using a CCD camera with calibrated pixel number to displacement
relationship. The VA-CNT/Nafion composite actuator strain is calculated from the
curvature measured by the CCD camera with image analysis software. A series of
images of bending actuators is taken for strain speed.
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Impedance spectroscopy
The impedance spectroscopy is measured using the Princeton Applied Research
PARSTAT® 2273. A 0.1 V amplitude sinusoidal wave is applied on actuators to
measure complex impedance versus frequency from 0.5Hz to 100 kHz. The real and
imagery impedance versus frequency is recorded. Both 10 Vf% and 20 Vf% VACNT/Nafion are tested with 40 wt% IL uptake.
4.4
4.4.1

Results and discussions
Anisotropicity

After soaking with IL, the VA-CNT CNCs exhibit a very different and anisotropic
deformation than the Nafion films, as shown in Figure 4.17. The pure Nafion films,
upon absorption of 35 wt% of EMI-Tf, exhibit a large thickness strain
S3=

0~22%,

where l0 is the original thickness and l is the thickness change, and a

much smaller lateral strain (perpendicular to the thickness direction, S1 and S2=
8.3%). In addition, a commercial Nafion film (Nafion NR211, fabricated from
solution cast by DuPont) was also studied and similar results were obtained. In
contrast, the VA-CNTs/Nafion nanocomposite films exhibit much smaller thickness
strain S3(=7%) strain, while the desirable lateral strain S1 and S2 is increased to
12.1%. Strains were characterized using a linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT) displacement sensor. These results demonstrate that the high volume
fraction VA-CNTs can markedly reduce the strain in the composites along their
alignment direction while enhancing the strain in the perpendicular directions, both
characteristics highly desirable for the actuators developed here.
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Figure 4.17 Schematic drawing of deformation and strains generated from the
absorption of ILs in the VA-CNT/Nafion (the CNTs are aligned along the x3direction as shown in the figure) composite and neat Nafion under the same
conditions. Neat Nafion exhibits larger (undesirable) strain along the thickness (x3)
direction, while the VA-CNTs/Nafion nanocomposite film exhibits much smaller
strain along the thickness (x3) direction due to the high elastic modulus and high
volume fraction of VA-CNTs and higher strain in the (x1 and x2) directions. An error
bar is shown on top of each column.

4.4.2

Large and fast strain response of VA-CNT/Nafion actuators.

Presented in Figure 4.18 is the bending actuation generated for the actuator in
Figure 1b with length (x1-direction) of 5mm and width (x2-direction) of 0.8 mm,
from which the bending actuation radius of curvature is measured as R=1.83mm. In
the bending actuator, 50 nm thick Au films were pressed to the surfaces of VA-
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CNT/Nafion composites as shown in Figure 4.6. Au films were used here to ensure
high electrical conductivity along the actuator surfaces so that there is very little
voltage drop along the film surfaces (the electrical conductivity of VACNTs/Nafion composites perpendicular to the CNT alignment direction is ~5-10×
less than in the CNT axis direction).
From the radius of curvature along with the elastic modulus data for each
layer in the actuator of Figure 4.6, S10c was deduced to be 8.2% under an applied
voltage of 4 volts. In the strain calculation formula, the thickness of each layer is
assumed to be constant during actuation. However, ±6-7% thickness change in CNC
layers can occur during the actuation, which causes less than 2% error in deducing
S10c . In addition, due to the measurement error (±5%) of curvature, layer thickness

and modulus, the total uncertainty of strain deduced may reach ±10%.
Dynamic performance of the IPCNC actuators was also assessed, including
actuator speed and hysteresis. Actuator speed was characterized by measuring the
response of the actuator versus time under a step voltage of 4 volts and the data are
presented in Figure 4.19. The data fit well to the expected exponential function,

 t 
S10c (t ) / S10c 0  1  exp   
 0 

(4.4)

c
c
(t ) at t= 10s. The fitting results from
where S100
is the maximum value of S10

several 10% Vf VA-CNTs/Nafion based bending actuators yield τ0= 0.82 ± 0.09
seconds. The strain level and actuation speed of the ionic polymer actuators
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developed here are much improved compared with that of the bimorph actuators
with RuO2/Nafion CNC electrodes, which have been investigated extensively and
have shown the highest strain response (~3% strain) among the IPCNC actuators
developed, as well as other i-EAPs studied earlier.[2, 19, 37, 38, 59-62, 72, 73] In
comparison, the bimorph bending actuators with RuO2 nanoparticle/Nafion CNCs
on the same Nafion film (Nafion NR-211) show a η0 =1.03 seconds for actuators
with CNC layer thickness of 3 µm and hence the total actuator thickness of 31
µm.[35] RuO2/Nafion nanocomposite ionic polymer conductor network composites
have been investigated extensively and have shown high strain response (~2.4%
strain) among the IPMCs developed.[2, 19, 37, 59-62, 72] As has been observed in
early experiments, the actuator response time for the bending actuator as shown in
Figure 4.6 is dominated by the ion transport time in the CNC layers and a thick
CNC layer will lead to larger actuation time (slow actuation speed). In chapter 4, by
using 0.4 µm thick CNC layer on 25 µm Nafion film (hence the total actuator
thickness is 26 µm), the bending actuation time can be reduced to 0.18 seconds for
CNCs with randomly arranged conductor nanoparticles in CNCs.[35] The large
strain and fast actuation time observed in this study indicate the potential of ultrahigh volume fraction Va-CNTs for high performance ionic polymer actuators.
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Figure 4.18 Optical image of the bending actuation of the IPCNC developed in this
paper under 4 volts. From the radius of curvature R, strain in the CNC layer of 8.2%
is determined.

Figure 4.19 Normalized strain versus time under a step voltage of 4 volts with
fitting to an exponential function to determine the time constant τ0.
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4.4.3

High ionic conductivity

Besides actuation speed, the ionic conductivity is another parameter which could
indicate the speed of IPCNC actuators. The ionic conductivity in the CNC layers is
calculated using the ohm‘s law

(4.5)
where tCNC is thickness of CNC layer, RCNC is the ionic resistance in CNCs and A
is the area of actuator. In order to obtain the value of ionic resistance in CNCs, the
impedance of the whole actuator is measured. In the simplified equivalent circuits,
the electrical elements are connected in series which are a resistor for ion
conduction in CNC, a resistor for ion conduction in middle ionomer layer and a
capacitor for electrical double layer capacitance. At high frequency (100 kHz in this
case), the impedance of the capacitor is nearly zero. The total impedance equals to
the sum of resistance of the two resistors. In Figure 4.20, the real impedance of 10%
and 20% Vf CNT/Nafion composite versus frequency (0.5 to 100k Hz) is plotted.
With the ionic conductivity measured before for bare Nafion film, the resistance of
middle layer is known. In this way, the ionic conductivity is calculated and
summarized in Figure 4.21. It can be seen that the ionic conductivity of VACNT/Nafion CNC increased to 1.1 × 10-4 S·cm-1, nearly ten times of LbL (1.1 × 10-5
S·cm-1) and RuO2/Nafion (1.3 × 10-5 S·cm-1) CNCs.
A summary of ionic conductivity in different CNCs and neat Nafion films as a
function of thickness is shown in Figure 4.22. For LbL CNCs, with thickness
increase the ionic conductivity increases, which indicates that for ultrathin CNCs,
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the ionic conductivity may not be reduced in thicker CNCs. The increase of ionic
conductivity in thicker LbL CNCs could be caused by thickness measurement error.
In RuO2 CNCs, the ionic conductivity drops with thickness increase, which shows
that for thick CNCs (~ µm) thicker CNCs will lead to slower actuation response.
The difference of ionic conductivity between LbL and RuO2 CNCs is caused by
material difference, such as volume percentage of electrical conductors and volume
of nanoparticles. With the advances of VA-CNT CNCs, even with 12 µm thickness,
the ionic conductivity is increased to about 10 times of LbL and RuO2 CNCs which
are consisted of random nanoparticles. The neat Nafion films exhibit the highest
ionic conductivity among these samples, and thickness has little effect on ionic
conductivity.

Figure 4.20 Real impedance of 10% and 20% Vf CNT/Nafion composite versus
frequency.
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Figure 4.21 Ionic conductivity of three CNCs with VA-CNT, RuO2 and LbL.
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Figure 4.22 Ionic conductivity of three types of CNCs and neat Nafion as function
of thickness.
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4.5

Summary

We have demonstrated that the ionic polymer nanocomposite actuators with VACNTs/Nafion electrodes of controlled morphology exhibit three distinct advantages
compared with traditional ionic polymer actuators having nanostructured CNCs
with randomly dispersed conductor nanoparticles: providing continuous ionic
conduction paths through inter-VA-CNT channels, reducing electrical resistance
due to the continuous CNTs (vs. percolation behavior in randomly-mixed CNCs),
and creating desired elastic anisotropy to enhance strain induced along the actuation
direction. The ionic actuators with EMI-Tf IL developed with the controlled CNC
electrodes exhibit actuation strain of more than 8% under 4 volts with fast actuation
speed and no observed degradation over 10 min. of testing at 0.5 Hz. The results
also suggest that the controlled morphology ionic polymer nanocomposites can
optimize electroactive device performance for other applications in sensors and
actuators, energy harvesting, lithium ion batteries, ultracapacitors and PEM fuel
cells.
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CHAPTER 5
ION SIZE EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF IPCNC
ACTUATORS

In IPCNC actuators, the strain is generated by net volume change caused by both
cations and anions migrating under electrical field. The ion size directly relates to
IPCNC actuator strain level. Besides, the ion size also has effect on speed and
efficiency. In this chapter, four imidazolium ionic liquids are selected with similar
structures but different ion size for a systematic study of ion size effect on
performance of ICPCN actuators. Theoretical analysis on ion size is first carried out
by using ab initio calculation. The result of measurements on electrical charge
storage and electromechanical strain illustrate general rules of optimized ion size
selection. This chapter is published in reference[74].
5.1

Introduction

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) are used widely as solvents in electrolytes
due to their high ionic conductivity, negligible vapor pressure, high thermal stability
and other unique features, for many applications such as ultracapacitors, batteries,
solar cells, fuel cells and actuators.[22] The cations and anions with dramatically
huge amount types, which constitute the ionic liquids, provide a large source of
electrolytes with different properties. The viscosity, conductivity, hydrophobicity,
hydrophilicity, electrochemical window could be varied by changing the ions with
different volume, shape and structure.[16] In electrical applications, the ion
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transport which mainly determines device performance is greatly affected by the ion
types. This effect becomes more important in actuator application, because the
strain of the ionic EAP actuators is generated by net volume difference of both
cations and anions due to ion transport under electric stimulus. To achieve
optimized device performance, it is very important to understand the relationship
between ion transport and ionic liquid types. On the other hand, studying the
relationship between device performance and ionic liquid types in actuators will
reveal more useful information about how ion transport differently in various ionic
liquids. Traditional electrolytes have only one type of ions, either cations or anions,
however, in ionic liquids both types of ions move under electrical field. The
mechanical deformation provides more information of ion transport in ionic liquids
which not only related to mobile ion number but also volume of ions, while the
electrical signal is only revealing of the number of mobile ions.
5.2

Electrolytes in ionic polymer actuators

The first room-temperature ionic liquid or RTIL was identified and characterized by
Walden in 1914, who examined the electrical conductivity of ethylammonium
nitrate.[75] After that, dramatically large number of ILs have been synthesized. One
advantage of having such a diverse selection of anions and cations is that it is
possible to ―engineer‖ the physicochemical properties of RTILs by the choice of the
ionic constituents. ILs have been used widely in different electrochemical
applications.[76] The great interest grown for ILs led to the ARO MURI program:
Ionic Liquids in ElectroActive Devices (ILEAD) MURI.
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5.2.1

Background of ionic polymer actuator solvents

Water and organic solvents
Water and other organic solvents such as polycarbonate, ethylene glycol are used in
traditional ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) actuators, however, there are
several disadvantages of using these types of solvents.[77] The mobile ions are
provided by the counter ions from the charge group in ionomers and the dissolved
salts in the solvents. In this case the concentration of the mobile ions is limited by
the density of charge group in ionomer and solubility of the salts in the solvents.
Due to solvent evaporation especially for water, the actuators using these solvent
need to be immersed in liquids or be sealed, which limits the application areas and
increase fabrication complexity. High melting point organic solvents are used to
reduce evaporation rate, but the increased viscosity cause low ionic conductivity. In
addition, small electrochemical window, e.g. 1.2 V for water, restricts the operation
voltage range of these actuators.
Ionic liquids as solvents
The application of RTILs as electrolytes for electrochemical mechanical actuator
devices has been explored by several groups, with the first result reported by Lu W
in 2002.[15] There are several advantages of using ILs as electrolytes in ionic EAP
actuators. The nonvolatile feature of ILs prevent electrolyte loss during operation
process in atmospheric environment; high ionic conductivity increase actuator speed;
large electrochemical window broaden i-EAP actuator operation voltage range. The
extended life time of IPCNC actuators by using ionic liquids has been demonstrated
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by Bennett (2002).[23] The result is plotted in Figure 5.1. It can be seen that the
actuators using ionic liquids have improved the operation cycling time markedly.

Figure 5.1 Time history of the tip displacement of a NafionTM actuator sample in the
water and ionic liquid (EMI-Tf) forms.[23]
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5.2.2

Ion size effect on device performance

Strain
The strain generated in IPCNC actuators is directly related with the volume of ions
which constitute of electrolytes. This effect was found in previous IPMC actuator
studies. One result discovered by Nemat-Nasser S. (2003) presented the different tip
displacement were achieved with different counter ion in IPMC actuators.[62] It
was found that the cations in Nafion with larger volume generated the largest
displacement (Figure 5.2). For actuators with ILs as electrolytes, the relationship
between ion volume and strain should be reconsidered since both cations and anions
move under electrical field.

Figure 5.2 Actuation of IPMC in Li+, Na+, and TBA+ form, under 1.5 V DC. [62]
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Capacitance
Same as supercapacitors which store electrical energy by poling electrolytes under
electrical field, the IPCNC actuators store charge in electrodes during actuation
process. In supercapacitors, capacitance is a key parameter which determines the
charge storage capability; in IPCNC actuator, capacitance is also very important
since the strain is determined by not only volume of each ion but also the number of
ion stored in electrode. In bimorph IPCNC, the strain Stot(t) generated by excess ions
as a function of time will depend on both the excess ion density N(t), (excess ions
per unit CNC volume) , and S (the strain generated by an excess ion in a unit CNC
volume). For example, at the cathode,

Stot (t )  N cat (t )Scat  N an (t )S an

(5.1)

By selecting ionic liquids with different ion sizes, the capacitance could be greatly
tuned. Different from supercapacitors, for certain strain generated in IPCNC
actuators

the

minimum

capacitance

is

desirable,

which

means

larger

electromechanical efficiency.
5.2.3

Ionic liquid selection

To minimize factors other than ion volume which could affect IPCNC actuator
performance, four ILs with similar cation structures combined with two different
hydrophilic anions are selected. The four ions are 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
([EMI+]), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ([BMI+]), tetrafluoroborate ([BF4-]) and
trifluoromethanesulfonate ([Tf-]), the molecular structures of which are shown in
Figure 5.3. Imidazolium ionic liquids have been used for a broad range of
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applications such as green chemistry[78] and electrochemical supercapacitors[79].
For the cations, [BMI+] has a longer side chain than [EMI+], imparting larger cation
volume. The two hydrophilic anions also have different anion volume. The
dimensions of these ions are calculated using ab initio method which will be
described in details in the following session.

Figure 5.3 Molecular structures and molecular dimentions of 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium
([EMI+]),
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
([BMI+]),
Tetrafluoroborate ([BF4 ]) and Trifluoromethanesulfonate ([Tf ]).
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5.3

Experimental

5.3.1

Ion sizes and ion clusters

The ion dimensions and possible formation of ionic clusters will affect the ion
transport, excess ions accumulated at the electrodes, and strains generated. Before
the actuator performance is compared between samples with different ionic liquids,
the information of ion physical dimension is necessary. Two methods are used to
estimate the size and volume of each ion in four ionic liquids (calculation is done by
Wenjuan Liu from Dr. Colby‘s group).
Size estimation from ab initio calculation and IL physical properties
Ab initio calculations use the algorithms of quantum mechanics to determine the
electronic state of a system and determine the stable molecular structure without
parameterization from experimental studies. It is noted that this method often underestimates the effective ion sizes in liquids, especially for anions. This is due to the
fact that ions are not tightly packed together in ionic liquids, so that the effective
volume one ion occupies includes excluded volume and free volume, whereas ab
initio methods estimate the occupied volume only. Furthermore, for the IPCNCs
investigated here, the effective ion sizes may also be influenced by varying
coordination to the ionomer (NafionTM here). Nevertheless, ab initio methods can
probe trends among the different ion pairs and the results can provide valuable
information in understanding the experimental results. The ion dimensions and
volumes[80, 81] calculated by ab initio estimation for the four ions investigated in
this study are summarized in Table 5.1 and also presented in Figure 5.3.
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In Table 5.2 the density ρ and molecular weight Mw of each IL are listed. The ion
volume could also be calculated using formula

V

M w  10 24
 1.66M w / 
N A

(5.2)

where NA is the Avogadro constant (6.022 × 10-23 mol-1).
For the comparison, the ion volumes deduced from the IL density and
molecular weight are also prsented in Table 5.1. It can be seen that the anion sizes
calculated from ab initio are indeed much lower than that deduced from the IL
density and molecular weight.

Table 5.1 Ion sizes calculated from ab initio method and estimated by molecular
weight and density. (Courtesy of Wenjuan Liu)

Molecular dimension (Ǻ) and
volume (Ǻ3) (in parenthesis)
calculated by ab initio

Molecular volume estimated by
(Ǻ3)

[EMI+]

7.8 × 5.8 × 3.3 (149)

182

[BMI+]

9.7 × 7.0 × 3.3 (224)

240

[BF4-]

3.1 × 3.1 × 3.1 (30)

74

[Tf-]

4.4 × 4.4 × 3.3 (64)

142
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Table 5.2 Density and molecular weight of four ionic liquids.

Ionic liquids

Density (g·mm-3)

Molecular weight (Mw)

[EMI+][BF4-]

1.24

197.97

[EMI+][Tf-]

1.38

260.24

[BMI+][[BF4-]

1.12

226.03

[BMI+][Tf-]

1.30

288.29

Ion clusters
Besides free ions, which are considered as separated ions coordinated with neutral,
polar ionomer side-chain or backbone groups, ions can also be in one of these three
states when in equilibrium: 1) The quadrupole state (A-C+--A-C+) is a symmetric
arrangement of two cations (C+) and two anions (A-) that can be thought of as two
ion pairs aligned anti-parallel. The symmetry of the quadrupole means those ions
also do not contribute to the dipolar polarization and hence they are electrostatically
less active compared with other ion states and act as temporary cross-links that raise
the glass transition, lower mobility and reduce conductivity. 2) The ion pair state (AC+) consists of one anion and one cation interacting strongly. 3) Triple-ions (A-C+Aand C+A-C+) were postulated by Fuoss and Kraus in 1933 to explain the extreme in
molar conductance as functions of salt concentration in media of low dielectric
constant (ε < 20) and these triple-ions are now firmly established for systems with ε
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< 30 and possibly even some systems with higher ε.[82-85]

The ab initio

calculation results show that among the four ILs studied, [EMI+][Tf-] exhibits the
weakest binding energies while [EMI+][BF4-] has the strongest binding energies
between cation and anion. This indicates that [EMI+][BF4-] will have the strongest
tendency to form ionic clusters compared with other ILs here. A schematic of tripleions of [EMI+][BF4-] is shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Triple-ion state of [EMI+][BF4-] (Courtesy of Wenjuan Liu).
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Actuator fabrication
One of the most important conditions to compare different ion size on actuator
performance is to have same actuator platform. Four groups of actuators are
prepared using exactly the same process to have same thickness, morphology and
pore size of CNC layers. The well studied RuO2/Nafion nanocomposite CNC layers
are fabricated using a direct assembly method.[40] RuO2 nanoparticles with
diameter of 13-19 nm are purchased from Alfa Aesar and used as received without
further treatment. To prepare the CNC layer, Nafion solution (20 wt% Nafion
dispersion) obtained from Aldrich was diluted with a mixture of isopropanol and
water (3:1 wt ratio) to 2 wt% Nafion dispersion and then mixed with RuO2
nanoparticles. The mixture was sonicated for two hours before being sprayed onto
both sides of the Nafion film surface to form the CNC layers. Commercial Nafion
film of 25 µm thick was used as the substrate for the CNC layers. After the
spraying, the actuator films were transferred to a vacuum oven to remove the
solvent. By controlling the solution concentration and the spraying time, the CNC
layer thickness can be varied from a few µm to more than 100 µm. For the IPCNCs
investigated here, the thickness of one CNC layer is 6 µm and hence the total
thickness of a CNC/Nafion/CNC composite is 37 µm. After completely removing
the solvent from the CNC/Nafion/CNC composite, it was then soaked in the ionic
liquid. The uptake of ILs in the actuator is 40 wt% of the dry film weight, which can
be controlled by adjusting the soaking temperature and time. For this experiment,
the soaking temperature is 90 °C for 2 hrs. The final step of the actuator fabrication
was to bond two thin foils of gold electrode on two sides of IL-soaked films, which
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is necessary in order to eliminate the voltage drop along the length direction. For
this study, commercial gold foils of 50 nm thickness were used for the Au electrodes
and the bonding to the IL-soaked films was achieved by pressing Au foils at
elevated temperature on the IL-soaked CNC/Nafion/CNC film.
5.3.2

Actuator electrical and mechanical characterization

Modulus characterization
In this study, the Young‘s modulus of the Nafion film with 40 wt% ILs was
measured first (=50 MPa). Then the elastic modulus of the specimen with CNC
layers deposited to Nafion membrane was characterized.
The final effective elastic modulus of the five layered IPCNC absorbed with
ILs was also measured from which the Young‘s modulus of the Au foil was deduced
(=20 GPa). The elastic modulus of each layer in the IPCNCs is listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Elastic Modulus and thickness of different layers in IPCNC actuators.

Gold
electrode

CNC

Ionomer

Modulus/MPa

19000

300

50

Thickness/µm

0.05

6

25
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Electromechanical strain characterization
The time dependent bending actuation of the actuators under applied voltage was
recorded using a probe station (Cascade Microtech M150) equipped with a LeicaTM
microscope. In this study, a step DC voltage was applied to the actuator and images
of bending actuation as a function of time were recorded by a CCD camera
(PulnixTM 6740CL). Radii of curvatures of the bending actuators are determined
using image processing software.
Charge accumulation characterization
The characterization method for capacitance under constant voltage is described in
Chapter 2. A potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research 2273) was used for
capacitance measurement. In this study, a DC step voltage is applied on the IPCNC
samples for 30 seconds and then the voltage is set to zero. The charging current I(t)
versus time was recorded and integrated to obtain the stored charge at the CNC
electrodes,

Q(t )   I (t )dt

(5.3)

Samples with dimensions around 5mm × 5mm are prepared. The precise
area of each sample is measured using the CCD camera with calibrated pixel
number to distance ratio. The capacitance of each sample is then normalized with its
actual surface area. For each ionic liquids, three samples cut from different regions
of the original prepared NafionTM films with CNCs.
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5.4
5.4.1

Results and discussions
Charging IPCNC under stepped voltage and charge storage behavior

In IPCNC actuators, the mobile ions generate strains by accumulation and/or
depletion at the two CNC electrodes under the applied voltage. Hence, the strain
Stot(t) generated by excess ions as a function of time will depend on both the excess
ion density N(t), (excess ions per unit CNC volume) , and S (the strain generated by
an excess ion in a unit CNC volume). For example, at the cathode,

Stot (t )  N cat (t )Scat  N an (t )S an

(5.4)

where the subscripts ‗cat‘ and ‗an‘ denote the cations entering to and anions leaving
the CNC cathode, respectively. On the other hand, the σ(t), the charge per unit
electrode area of the actuator is,

 (t )  e( N cat (t )  N an (t ))d c

(5.5)

where dc is the thickness of the CNC layer and e is the (positive) elementary charge.
As an approximation, we do not consider the non-uniform distribution of the excess
ions in the CNC layers in the charging and discharging processes to the strain
response. Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) indicate that although both cations and anions will
contribute to the charges stored in the CNCs, the two oppositely charged ions in the
ILs will have opposite effects to the strain generation in CNCs, which is an issue
that should be understood in order to develop ionic EAP actuators with high
performance.
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Figure 5.5 presents the area charge density Q(t) in the CNC, which is the
total charge Q(t) divided by the actuator surface area, as a function of time for the
IPCNCs with different ILs. The maximum charging time is set to 30 seconds, before
which the strain of these actuators has already reached saturation (to be presented in
the next section). The step voltage of 2 and 3 volts was applied to the IPCNCs. The
data in Figure 5.5 reveal that the charging speed and the total charges stored in the
IPCNCs depend on the ILs used. For all the voltages applied, the IPCNCs with
[EMI+][Tf-] display the highest charge density, while within the experimental
resolution, IPCNCs with [BMI+][BF4-] and [BMI+][Tf-] show similar maximum
charge density. The IPCNCs with [EMI+][BF4-] exhibit the lowest area charge
density.

Figure 5.5 Charge density versus time in CNC layers of actuators with different ILs.
(a) 2 V step voltage and (b) 3V step voltage. (symbols: solid triangle, [EMI+][BF4-];
solid circle, [EMI+][Tf-]; open triangle, [BMI+][BF4-] open circle, [BMI+][Tf-])

The maximum charges stored in the cathode and anode of the IPCNCs can
be understood from the equivalent circuit approximation as illustrated in Figure 5.6,
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where Ca and Cc are the capacitance at the anode and cathode due to the electrical
double layer capacitor (EDLC), respectively, RI denotes the resistance in the Nafion
ionomer layer. [33, 34, 41, 86] As the charging current approaches zero (at the end
of a charging cycle), the total capacitance of IPCNCs is

 1
1 

C  1 

C
C
c 
 a

(5.6)

Both Ca and Cc will be influenced by the ion sizes at the respective electrodes since
for a given electrode area, large size ions imply less charge to be stored at the
electrodes and hence will lead to a lower capacitance in IPCNCs and vice versa. In
analyzing the experimental results, one should keep in mind that the ions at the
electrodes may have solvent shells and as has been pointed out in the previous
section, besides free ions, triple ions may also be stored at the electrodes.[41, 52, 87,
88] These considerations are very similar to that in supercapacitors where the
observed capacitance depends on many factors.

Figure 5.6 Simplified electrical model for IPCNC actuators.
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The experimental results show that the total charges at the CNC layers
(capacitance) is the highest for [EMI+][Tf-], followed by [BMI+][Tf-] and
[BMI+][BF4-]. The IPCNCs with [EMI+][BF4-] exhibit the smallest capacitance. In
fact, for BMI+, the anions used do not have much effect in the charging behavior
and the capacitance, suggesting that the cation is the dominant ion controlling the
charging speed and capacitance. On the other hand, for EMI+, the anions used cause
drastic changes in the capacitance as well as the charging speed which will be
discussed later. Figure 5.7 summarizes total charges (Q/V=Capacitance) of the
IPCNCs with four ILs under 2V and 3V. From the results in Table 5.1, the large
size of [BMI+] compared with [EMI+] might be the main reason for the smaller
capacitance observed for the IPCNCs with ILs of [BMI+][Tf-] and [BMI+][BF4-],
which will reduce Cc of Eq. (5.6). For the IPCNCs with [EMI+][BF4-], the results
suggest that the ion clusters such as triple ions, which are substantially larger and
have slower mobility, contribute significantly to the ion transporting and ion storage
at CNC electrodes, resulting in a lower capacitance and slower speed. The results
here are consistent with the ab initio calculation that [EMI+][BF4-] has the strongest
binding energies between cation and anion and hence will have much larger
probability to form ionic clusters compared with other ILs here.
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Figure 5.7 (a) Maximum unit area charge Q0 and (b) charging time constant of four
ILs under step voltages of 2V (triangles) and 3V (circles).

Figure 5.8 redraws the data in Figure 5.5 in the renomalized unit (σ(t)/σmax)
which shows that the IPCNCs with the ILs of [EMI+][Tf-] have fastest charging time
(fast ion transport speed) while the IPCNCs with the other three ILs have more or
less similar charging speed. As the applied voltage increases, the difference in the
charging speed between different ILs becomes small. This indicates that the ion
transport property depends on the applied field. To quantify the charging speed, the
data in Figure 5.8 is analyzed by fitting with

(5.7)
where Q0 is the maximum charge at each applied voltage and τ0 is the charging time
constant. The charging time constant thus obtained versus voltage is presented in
Figure 5.7(b). The data show that τ0 increases with applied step voltage. Since the
CNCs investigated here are non-linear capacitors, it is not surprising that the
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charging time τ0 will depend on voltage. Indeed, the data in Figure 5.5 and Figure
5.7(a) show that the capacitance (Q/V) increases with the applied step voltage.

Figure 5.8 Normalized charge versus time in CNC layers of actuators with different
ILs. (a) 2 V step voltage and (b) 3V step voltage. (symbols: solid triangle,
[EMI+][BF4-]; solid circle, [EMI+][Tf-]; open triangle, [BMI+][BF4-] open circle,
[BMI+][Tf-])

The large difference in τ0 between IPCNCs with ILs of [EMI+][Tf-] and
[EMI+][BF4-] suggest that the ion clusters such as triple ions may contribute
substantially to the ion transport process for the IPCNCs with [EMI +] [BF4-]
compared with [EMI+][Tf-], consistent with the ab initio results presented in the
proceeding section on the binding energies between cation and anions for the ILs
studied here. The results in figure 6 also show that there is a direct correlation in
ILs between the capacitance and charging time τ0. An IL which yields a high
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capacitance in IPCNCs also shows a short charging time, likely caused by the small
mobile ion sizes in these ILs and ions of smaller sizes stored in EDLCs (for a fixed
electrode surface area, more charges will be stored for ions with smaller size). The
large τ0 observed for [BMI+][Tf-] and [BMI+][BF4-] compared with that of
[EMI+][Tf-] seems also to be consistent with the viscosity data reported in
literature,[89, 90]where [BMI+][Tf-] and [BMI+][BF4-] exhibit much higher viscosity
(84 cp and 103.8 cp, respectively) compared with [EMI+][Tf-] (41 cp).[91] On the
other hand, while [EMI+][BF4-] has much lower viscosity (38 cp) than that of
[BMI+][Tf-] and [BMI+][BF4-], τ0 for [EMI+][BF4-] is similar to that of [BMI+][Tf-]
and [BMI+][BF4-].[92] The results suggest that the ion clusters rather than free ions
can be an important factor in determining the ion transport behavior of ILs in the
CNC layers for these actuators.
5.4.2

Strain response of the IPCNCs with different ionic liquids

From the radius of curvature retrieved from images of the bending actuation, the
strain S10c is derived and presented in Figure 5.9 the IPCNCs with different ILs for
the voltages of 2 and 3 volts. The data show more complex changes of strain
responses under different applied voltages compared with the charging data (Figure
5.5). (1) First of all, the strain responses of these IPCNCs reach saturation with
much shorter time constant, meaning that the strain saturates long before the
capacitors in CNC layers are fully charged. Comparison with data in Figure 5.5
reveals that a large portion of the ions stored in CNC layers apparently do not
contribute to the strain response. (2) Although the IPCNCs with different ILs
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exhibit different repsonse time (Figure 5.8) and large difference in the maximum
capacitances or charges storged (Figure 5.7a), there is no large difference in the
maximum strain (Figure 5.10a). The maximum strains for the IPCNCs with
different ILs under 2 volts and 3 volts step voltage are summarized in Figure 5.10a.
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Figure 5.9 Intrinsic strain versus time of CNC layers of actuators with 4 different
ILs. (a) 2 V step voltage and (b) 3V step voltage. (symbols: solid triangle,
[EMI+][BF4-]; solid circle, [EMI+][Tf-]; open triangle, [BMI+][BF4-] open circle,
[BMI+][Tf-])

Figure 5.10 (a) Maximum strain and (b) straining time constant of four ILs under
voltages 2V and 3V step voltage. (symbols: solid triangle, 2V; solid circle, 3V)
Electromechanical efficiency of different ionic liquids
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Figure 5.11 presents the reduced strain response vs. time from which the
characteristic time constant τ0 for the strain response is deduced by fitting the curves
with

 t 
c
c
S10
(t ) / S10
 1  exp   
0
 0 

(5.8)

The straining time constants τ0 of the four ILs are shown in Figure 5.10(b).
Comparing Figure 5.10 with Figure 5.7 again shows that the time constant for the
strain response is much shorter than that for charging the capacitors. We believe that
this is caused by the strain cancellation effect between the cations and anions as
indicated by Eq. (5.4). For the IPCNCs investigated here, upon the application of
step voltage, the cathode expands and anode contracts, resulting in the bending
actuation. The results suggest that the positive charges (cations) have higher
mobility which causes the initial fast bending actuation. As time progresses, the
negative charges (anions) which have lower mobility will transport in the opposite
manner (leaving the cathode and moving into the anode), which will contribute to
the total charge (Eq. (5.5)) and concomitantly reduce or even cancel the strain
generated by the cations (Eq. (5.4)). This cancellation effect also explains the
experimental result that a large portion of charges stored at ―later times‖ in the
IPCNCs do not contribute to the strain response.
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Figure 5.11 Normalized intrinsic strain versus time of CNC layers of actuators with
different ILs. (a) 2 V step voltage and (b) 3V step voltage. (symbols: solid triangle,
[EMI+][BF4-]; solid circle, [EMI+][Tf-]; open triangle, [BMI+][BF4-] open circle,
[BMI+][Tf-])

Although the IPCNCs with [EMI+][Tf-] display the shortest strain response
time, which is similar to the data in Figure 5.10, for the strain response, the IPCNCs
with [BMI+] [BF4-] display longest strain response time (the slowest in the strain
response), which is quite different from that observed for the charging behavior
(Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.8).

The different behavior in the charging time and

actuation time is consistent with the observation that the ―fast‖ strain response in
these IPCNCs is due to the strain cancellation effect as indicated by Eq. (5.4) due to
the two oppositely charged ions in the ILs. That is, after the strain reaching the
saturation after ~ 1 to 3 seconds, the charges stored afterwards in the CNC layers do
not generate bending strain, due to the cancellation effect in the strain from the
cations entering the cathode by the strain generated by the leaving of the anions
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from the cathode (see Eq. (5.4)). Consequently, the apparent time constant for the
strain response will depend on the details of the cancellation effect.

5.4.3

Strain to charge ratio

In Figure 5.12, another important parameter is plotted from actuators with different
ILs, which is the ratio of strain to unit volume charge, ηSC in CNC layers. In
developing an ionic EAP, it is highly desirable that every ion stored in the CNC
electrodes generate strain and the larger the strain is the better the actuator is as an
electromechanical energy conversion device. The total input electric energy for the
IPCNCs under a step voltage is

U elec (t )  Q(t ) V

(5.9)

The output mechanical energy is calculated by integrating strain energy associated
with real strain S(t) in each layer of the bending actuator,
d
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d c
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(5.10)

in which L and w are length and width of the IPCNC actuators, respectively. ηSC are
presented in Figure 5.12 for the IPCNCs with different ILs under applied voltage of
2 V and 3 V. It can be seen that under both voltages, the IPCNCs with ILs of
[EMI+][BF4-] exhibit higher ηSC than the others, which is understandable since the
IPCNCs with [EMI+][BF4-] have the lowest capacitance. Furthermore, the IPCNCs
with [EMI+][BF4-] also show a peak in ηSC at short time (t < 1 second) which is near
360 %/(C·mm-3), indicating a very high electromechanical conversion efficiency.
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However, as time progresses, the ratio drops due to the fact that the ions charged to
the CNC EDLCs at later time do not generate strain.

For the IPCNCs with

[EMI+][Tf-], although there is still a peak in ηSC at short time (t < 1 second), due to
the high capacitance and charge stored, this IPCNC actuator displays the smallest
ηSC, even the peak value of ηSC is smaller than 80%/(C·mm-3). The IPCNCs with
[BMI+][Tf-] and [BMI+][BF4-] have the ratio values in between. The results show
that for the RuO2/Nafion CNC based IPCNC actuators, [EMI+][BF4-] yields the best
actuator efficiency among the four ILs investigated.

Figure 5.12 The ratio of strain to unit volume charge of actuators with different ILs
under DC voltage: (a) 2V step voltage and (b) 3V step voltage. (symbols: solid
triangle, [EMI+][BF4-]; solid circle, [EMI+][Tf-]; open triangle, [BMI+][BF4-] open
circle, [BMI+][Tf-])

The electromechanical efficiency is calculated with formula

(5.11)
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The results are plotted in Figure 5.13, from which it can be seen that the maximum
electromechanical efficiency is still below 0.3%. The energy which is not converted
into actuation energy may cause: heat generation in the resistors; pure electrical
charge stored in CNC layers; electrochemical reaction near electrode surfaces.
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Figure 5.13 The electromechanical efficiency of actuators with different ILs under
DC voltage: (a) 2V step voltage and (b) 3V step voltage.

5.5

Conclusion

As has been pointed out earlier, smaller ion size will lead to higher capacitance or
charge stored in the CNC layers. On the other hand, the strain generated is
determined by the total excess volume generated by the excess ions stored in the
CNCs, which is determined mainly by the total electrode area. As a result, ILs with
different ion sizes will not have large effect on the maximum strain generated in the
CNC layers, which is what we observed.

Moreover, a larger size ion will have a
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large ratio of volume strain/ion in the CNC layers, which will directly lead to higher
actuator efficiency. This is indeed what have been observed experimentally, where
the efficiency of the IPCNC actuators increases as [EMI+][Tf-] < [BMI+][Tf-] <
[BMI+][BF4-] < [EMI+][BF4-].
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CHAPTER 6
LINEAR IPCNC ACTUATORS

Although the IPMC actuators developed thus far are in the form of bending
actuators, development of linear actuators based on IMPC is highly desirable from
practical applications and fundamental understanding points of view.[93] For
example, in aerospace engineering, the vibration control is realized by the stroke in
parallel of wings on a plane which is generated from a linear actuator attached on
the surface.[94] This chapter presents the design, fabrication and characterization of
a linear IPCNC actuator. The linear actuator investigated here also provides a
unique platform to investigate various phenomena related to ion transport and their
interaction with the ionomer/conductor matrix to realize high electromechanical
performance.
6.1
6.1.1

Background
Configurations of actuators

In Figure 6.1 the general mechanism of actuators from three major groups is shown.
Linear actuators directly utilize strain generated in materials, making full use of
intrinsic strain and stress. Instead, in the other two configurations, bending actuators
and flextensional, mechanical structures amplify material strain to provide larger
actuator displacement, sacrificing the force output. For some materials such as
piezoelectric ceramics, the bending and flextensional actuators are usually
fabricated for amplified displacement due to small strain (0.1%). EAPs which have
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large strain (>3%) provide great opportunity for practical linear actuators with both
large displacement and force generation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.1. Schematic illustrations of (a) linear actuator, (b) bending actuator, and (c)
flextensional actuator. (Solid arrows indicate material strain directions; hollow
arrows display actuator displacement directions.)

6.1.2

Linear IPCNC actuators

IPCNCs can be operated with low voltage (< 5 V) and can be fabricated from a
wide range of ionomers and conductive fillers, which make them attractive for
investigation. Until now, the majority of IPCNC (or IPMC) actuators are operated in
bending mode. As voltage is applied to a bending IPMC actuator, the cations and
anions move under electrical field into cathode and anode, respectively. The net
volume difference between the cathode and anode causes bending motion toward
the electrode with less volume. If the volume change is symmetrical in the crosssection, a linear actuator could result. There are several reasons to study linear
IPMC actuators. The first reason is to learn about ion transport in a system with
both cations and anions. Ionic liquids which carry both mobile cations and anions
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are used for several advantages in ionic polymer actuators, however, the bending
actuators do not reveal the strain generated in each electrode very clearly. In the
linear actuator, the strain in both the cathode and anode could be measured directly,
which illustrates more clearly how the two types of ions move under electrical field.
The second reason for studying linear IPMC is that they have potential for energy
harvesting applications and the linear mode provides higher efficiency due to full
usage of materials strain and stress.[95] The structure design for linear IPCNC
actuators is shown in Figure 6.2(a), with a bending IPCNC actuator for comparison
in Figure 6.2(b).

Figure 6.2 Comparison between structures of (a) linear IPCNC actuator (region1:
working electrode, region 2: counter electrode, and region 3: electrolyte), and (b)
bending IPCNC actuator. Materials used: yellow–external electrode, gray–CNC
layer, blue–supporting layer (Nafion), and green–ionic liquid.
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6.2
6.2.1

Experimental
Linear actuator fabrication

In this study, the linear actuator is immersed in an IL during the operation. A
schematic of the actuator structure is shown in Figure 6.3. In principle, a linear
actuator requires only a conductive electrode layer (the Au foil as in Figure 6.2a)
sandwiched between two ionomer/conducive composite layers. The Au electrode
ensures the actuator has minimum voltage drop along the length direction. The
composite layer, under applied voltages, will store ions (expanding) or repel ions
(contraction), and the level of expanding or contraction depends on the polarity of
the voltage. However, at this stage, it was found that the mechanical strength of the
composite layer is not high which cannot form a free standing layer. A commercial
Nafion layer was used as a supporting layer (substrate) as shown in Figure 6.3 so
that the actuator has high mechanical strength. It should be noticed that the
displacement of the linear actuator will be reduced with the Nafion supporting layer
since it is a passive layer. Free standing CNC layers should be developed in the
future work for maximum displacement.
Nafion 211 sheet with 25 µm thickness (Ion PowerTM) is used as the
supporting layer of the linear actuator. Each piece of Nafion films after peeling off
their protection layers were first boiled in 5% H2O2 solution and then in 1.0 M
H2SO4 for one hour. This process cleans organic and inorganic contaminations on
the Nafion surface, which is introduced during manufacturing and converts Nafion
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to a pure H-form. Then samples were washed with deionized (DI) water. After
cleaning with DI water, the films were dried in a vacuum oven at 90°C for 2 hours.
The composite electrode is made of RuO2 (sub-micron, Alfa Aesar) and
liquid Nafion (20wt%, Aldrich) with a ratio of 2:1 by weight [40] and diluted with
1:1 water/glycol mixture until the final concentration of Nafion is 2.5 wt%. The
solution was sonicated several hours for good dispersion. Then the solution was
sprayed on Kapton substrate with air-brush under infrared light for quick
evaporation of solvent. The Nafion/RuO2 composite with thickness of around 25 µm
was placed on a Nafion 211 film as the supporting layer, then hot-pressed these two
films together under 2000 pounds at 210°C for 10 minutes. After the Kapton film
was peeled off, the Nafion/RuO2 composite with Nafion 211 support is transferred
to 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (EMI-Tf) IL (molecular
structure shown in chapter 3) for 24 hours. The sample was then taken out from IL
and excess IL was wiped from the surface. A 50nm gold electrode is pressed on
Nafion/RuO2 composite side under 8 MPa at 140°C for 5 minutes for better electron
conduction. Then another piece of Nafion/RuO2 composite with Nafion support was
pressed onto previous sample with composite layer facing to gold electrode. The
finished actuator is shown in Figure 6.4. IL EMI-Tf was used as the electrolyte for
the actuators.
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Figure 6.3 Schematic of linear actuator working in ILs.

Figure 6.4 Photography of finished actuator (25 mm length × 3.5 mm width × 80
µm thickness).
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6.2.2

Characterization methods and set-ups

The modulus measurement set-up is described in Chapter 2. In this experiment, the
modulus of the whole linear actuator is measured for strain calculation with force
data. All data are obtained in room temperature. To obtain the modulus of the
actuator immersed in IL, a plate is placed under the sample with sufficient IL
covering it. A picture of modified clamp is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 Modified clamp for sample modulus with maximum IL uptake.

To measure the strain of the linear actuator, another set-up was designed to
measure the stress generated upon actuation and from the modulus calibration curve,
the strain is determined. In this set-up, the actuator is placed in a rectangular
electrochemical cell (Whale Apparatus). The bottom end of the actuator is fixed at a
clamp glued at the bottom of the cell, while the top end is fixed to a holder whose
position can be adjusted along the x-, y-, z- directions. In the cell, there is one gold
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sheet electrode on each side of the actuator as counter electrodes. The whole cell is
placed on a balance from Ohaus with 0.1 mg resolution and 100 g capacity (as the
load cell). A HP E3612A DC Power Supply is used to provide 3.5V voltage for the
actuator operation and a Keithley 6517A electrometer/high resistance meter is used
to measure the current in the circuit. All equipments are linked to a computer and
data are collected by LABVIEW. The set-up and a schematic are shown in Figure
6.6 (a) and 6.6(b), respectively.
Prior to the actuation strain measurement, the actuator was pre-stressed
using a 10 gram force. A square wave of amplitude 3.5 V and frequency 0.01 Hz is
applied between the actuator and the counter electrodes. Data were collected by
Labview from a PC. The load-cell is set to zero for the pre-stressed state, without
voltage excitation. The voltage difference from the middle electrode to counter
electrode is recorded. When it is negative, cations are driven into the actuator,
causing the actuator extension and increasing force in the load cell.
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(a)

Micrometer

Actuator

IL
Counter
electrodes
Balance

(b)
Figure 6.6 Strain characterization set-up for the linear actuator, (a) an optic image
and (b) a schematic plot.
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6.3
6.3.1

Results and discussions
Mechanical Property

The elastic modulus of Nafion 211 dry film and film swollen with 60 wt% ILs are
presented in Figure 6.7. With uptake of IL, Nafion modulus drops to nearly 4 times
smaller. In low frequency region (below 2 Hz), the elastic modulus is below 100
MPa for Nafion with IL.
The force/strain relationship of the actuator was measured as shown in
Figure 6.8, which was used as the calibration curve for the strain measurement.
From linear fitting, the effective spring constant of the actuator could be deduced:

(6.1)

which equals to 294 N/m. The actuator dimension is length L = 25 mm, width W =
3.5 mm and thickness t = 80 µm. The Young‘s modulus of the whole actuator
(composite plus Nafion substrate as well as the Au foil) can be determined via

(6.2)
which is 26.3 MPa.
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Figure 6.7 The elastic modulus of the Nafion films as a function of frequency with
and without (upper curve) IL.
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6.3.2

Stress and strain

The linear actuator under negative voltage with respect to the counter electrode will
absorb cations from the IL solution. While under a positive voltage with respect to
the counter electrode, cations will be expelled from the Nafion/RuO2 composite
layers. A large specific electrode surface area of the composite will provide higher
ion absorbing capability and hence a larger strain. Accompanying this process, an
extension or contraction was observed. A schematic illustration of the actuation
process is shown in Figure 6.9. Figure 6.9(a) shows the actuator at its original
length. In the experiment, it is pre-stretched (Figure 6.9(b)). Figure 6.9(c) shows the
contraction state due to the cations expelled out of the composites and Figure 6.9(d)
shows the extension state as the excess cations are absorbed into actuator.
Figure 6.10 shows the excitation voltage, current passing through the
actuator and the force generated by the actuation. The current in the actuator is very
similar to the charging and discharging of an RC circuit, which could also be used
as an electrical circuit model for the actuator. The peak current drops with cycling,
which indicates that partial ions are trapped inside CNCs in the first few cycles. The
value of peak current becomes stable after several cycles. Following each instance
where the current changes sign, the actuator exhibits a corresponding force change
due to the strain change. The drifting in the force data is due to the environmental
vibration noise. The peak to peak value of force does not reduce with cycling, which
means the trapped ions do not generate strain.
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In Figure 6.11, the hysteresis of force in one operation cycle is shown, in
which the force is averaged from the five cycles. A loop is presented instead of a
straight line because driving the excess ion out from the working electrode requires
a voltage of reversed polarity which attracted the excess ions into the working
electrode, and vice versa. The residual force is around ± 2.2 g when time is zero. At
time equals about ±10 s, the force becomes zero.
After strain is calculated from the force measured plus the modulus of the
middle electrode, asymmetric values under negative and positive voltage are found.
An extensional strain of 0.9% was observed under negative voltage at cathode when
cations are attracted into middle electrodes; while as the cations were expelled from
the middle electrode (under positive voltage), a contraction strain of -1.2% was
observed. For the first time, the strain at individual CNC layer is measured. The
result indicates that due to different properties of cations and anions, their strain
generation ability is also different.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Force/g

Normalized current Voltage/V

Figure 6.9 Schematic of the linear actuator experiment: (a) the initial length; (b) prestressed so that the actuator can maintain tensile stress state in the whole actuation
cycle; (c) the actuator contraction and (d) extension under applied voltage.
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Figure 6.10 Actuator operation voltage, current and actuation force.
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Figure 6.11 Hysteresis of average force of linear IPCNC actuator in one operation
cycle.

6.4

Conclusion on linear IPCNC actuators

Linear IPMC actuators are designed, fabricated, and evaluated in this chapter. For
the first time, the strain in an IPCNC actuator is directly measured. It is found that
asymmetric strains exist in cathode (0.9%) and anode (-1.2%) under voltage of 3.5
volts. The experimental results indicate that cations and anions have different strain
generation effect, which will be useful for IPCNC design and materials
characterization. More work on linear actuator should be done and this will be
presented in future work part in chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 7
DEVELOPMENT OF BRAILLE ACTUATORS BASED ON
ELECTROSTRICTIVE P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) TERPOLYMERS

I will switch gear in this chapter and present the work in field-activated EAPs.
Several issues are identified in P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) including electrode clamping
effect due to thin films used, electrical breakdown under high field, and structure
design for Braille actuators. The solutions to these issues will be presented in three
aspects: material property improvement, new electrode materials, and innovative
structure design. Finally, the result of a high performance Braille actuator with
compact sizes, large displacement and force output is shown.
7.1
7.1.1

Background
Comparison between FEAPs and iEAPs

The irradiated P(VDF-TrFE) exhibits a fast response (>105 Hz) due to the nanosized crystallites.[96] For applications requiring large operation frequency range
such as actuators used in loudspeaker, the FEAPs shows flat sound pressure level at
broad frequency and even potentials for ultrasonic applications.[97] The large
elastic energy density in FEAPs from combined large elastic modulus and strain
make them attractive in applications where large power or small dimensions are
required. The FEAPs also have advantages of simple structure, which makes them
easier to process, more robust and more environment-resistant. For example, the
iEAPs rely on mobile ion movement in electrolytes which have to be used above
their melting point (Tm). In applications where extreme temperatures are met,
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FEAPs provide broader operation temperature range. An example of applications
using FEAPs will be shown later as full-page Braille display which requires large
displacement and force output, compact size and easy fabrication. Although FEAPs
are more mature in actuator applications due to their large strain, fast response time,
large elastic energy density and simple structures, in contrast to iEAPs which only
require an operation voltage of several volts, the FEAPs usually need several
hundred volts to generate usable strain. One solution is to reduce thickness of FEAP
films, but it introduce another problem, i.e. electrode clamping effect. Due to the
large modulus difference between electrodes and FEAPs, FEAPs are clamped when
undergoing mechanical deformation under voltage by the stiff electrodes. The
further issue caused by large voltage is electrical breakdown which greatly reduce
device life time due to damages caused by rapid temperature increase during
breakdown process.
7.1.2

Eectrostrictive P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymers

Among FEAPs, PVDF homopolymer and the P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer exhibit
balanced performance in strain, stress, elastic energy density and electromechanical
coupling factors. By irradiating P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer using high-energy
electrons or protons and adding a bulky monomer to the VDF/TrFE polymer chain,
the transition temperature (Tc) has been reduced for ferroelectric-to-paraelectric
(FE-PE) phase transition. The modified P(VDF-TrFE) exhibit high electrostrictive
strain at room temperature.[98] In Figure 7.1, the strain versus electrical field and
polarization relationship is shown for irradiated P(VDF-TrFE). P(VDF-TrFE-CFE)
terpolymers

have

high

electrostrictive

strain

by

adding

monomer
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chlorofluoroethylene (CFE) into ferroelectric polymer P(VDF-TrFE) during
synthesis process. Based on the experimental results, the terpolymer shows a large
strain, slim hysteresis loop and large elastic energy density (~1 J/cm3). Several
compositions of the terpolymer have been investigated in the last several years. By
properly designing the composition of the terpolymer, the all Trans conformation
can be effectively eliminated and Trans-Gauche conformation of terpolymer is
increased. The polymer material as a whole is changed from the ferroelectric phase
to the relaxor ferroelectric phase. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 show the polarization
loop and dielectric properties of the relaxor ferroelectric polymers, respectively,
both of which exhibit typical properties, such as a reduced hysteresis loop and
maximum dielectric constant (Tm) shifting progressively towards higher
temperatures with frequency. Based on early investigations, the third monomer CFE
is partial included in the structure of the PVDF-TrFE and acts as a defect. The
composition of the terpolymer is labeled as P(VDFx-TrFE(1-x)-CFEy), where the real
mole ratio of VDF and TrFE can be calculated by the ratio of x and 1-x to 1+y. For
actuator application, the investigated terpolymer composition is 70/30/8.1 in this
thesis.
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Figure 7.1 The strain-field and strain-polarization dependence of P(VDF-TrFE)
50/50 copolymer after irradiation. [98]
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Figure 7.2 Polarization versus electric field (P-E) loop for a normal ferroelectric
polymer (blue curve) and a slim P-E loop for a relaxor ferroelectric irradiated
P(VDF-TrFE) 68/32 mol% (red curve).[1]
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Figure 7.3 The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant and dielectric loss
of the terpolymer. The frequencies are (from top to bottom for dielectric constant k
and from bottom to top for dielectric loss D) 100 Hz, 1 KHz, 10 KHz, 100 KHz, 1
MHz.
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7.1.3

Full-page Braille display

Large strain and elastic energy density actuators can provide great opportunities by
either replacing low profile solid-state actuators in existing products or creating new
applications. One of the applications which will have great social impact but lack
eligible actuators is the full page Braille display (FPBD) which provides people
with visual disabilities interface to computer and other electronics. Braille was
devised by Louis Braille in 1821, with a group of patterns constitutes of six dots for
different letters. The Braille alphabet is shown in Figure 7.4. For each Braille letter
six pins which correspond to six actuators are needed, so for FPBD a large number
of compact actuators are required with large force output and strain. Full page
Braille display which takes advantage of compact sizes of polymer actuators brings
additional features, not only being able to display full page texts but also graphics.
This breaks the limit of information carried by traditional Braille characters to the
people with visual disabilities. Instead a traditional Braille display device with only
single line characters is shown in Figure 7.5(a), with ceramic actuator units (Figure
7.5(b)) inside. The small strain and hence large dimension of ceramics prevent large
scale integration of actuators. Several actuators have been developed for FPBD. In
2005, Haga reported Braille display actuators made of SMA coil and magnetic latch
(Figure 7.6).[99] In 2007, a Braille display device of integrated actuator array
(IPMC) and microelectronics was reported by Kato (Figure 7.7).[100]

These

Braille actuators have issues of heavy weight and small force output. In this chapter,
the P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) FEAPs are investigated for high performance FPBD with
light weight, large strain and large force output.
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Figure 7.4 Alphabet of Braille characters.

Ceramic bimorph

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5 (a) photo of single line Braille display in the market. (b) ceramic actuator
cell used in the single line Braille display.
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Figure 7.6 Braille actuator cell using SMA coils and magnetic latches. [99]

Figure 7.7 Patterned IPMC for Braille display application. [100]
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7.2

Polymer blends for increased elastic modulus

To overcome the electrode clamping effect, one strategy for raising the elastic
modulus is to blend the electroactive polymer with another polymer which
possesses much higher elastic modulus and glass transition temperature compared
with the electroactive polymers. Another benefits of increasing modulus is that a
possible larger elastic energy density could be achieved. The elastic energy density
could be described using formula

(7.1)
where Y is the elastic modulus and S is the strain level. For electroactive polymers,
it is highly desirable to raise the elastic modulus of the polymer without affecting
the electric and electroactive properties so that the polymer can generate high force
in addition to high strain. Besides, a higher elastic modulus also improves the
electric reliability of the polymers against the electric breakdown since one
breakdown mechanism for polymers is the electromechanical breakdown. The
electromechanical breakdown strength is proportional to the elastic modulus of the
polymer.
7.2.1

Polymer blends preparation

Sample preparation
Blends

with

different

compositions

(wt%)

were

prepared

by

mixing

dimethylformamide (DMF) solution of individual components and stirred for 2
hours. Then, the solution was cast on clean glass slide to obtain thin films. After
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evaporating the DMF at 50 C for five hours, the films were peeled off from the
glass substrates and further annealed at a temperature near 120 C for several hours
to improve the crystallinity and remove the residual solvent. Blends can also be
prepared by other methods such as co-extrusion of the PVDF terpolymer and other
polymers in a proper wt%. For most electromechanical applications with these
electrostrictive polymers, it is the transverse strain and actuation that is utilized. By
uniaxially stretching these films, both the transverse strain and elastic modulus
along the stretching direction are increased markedly. The blend films after uniaxial
stretching were further annealed at 100oC for 15hrs in a vacuum oven. This vacuum
annealing process further removes the residual solvent and improves crystallinity of
the films. The typical film thickness in this study is about 25 µm. It was found that
the transverse strain S1 along the stretching direction increases with stretching ratio
to about 4× to 5× of the original film length. Further stretching the film beyond that
stretching ratio does not increase the strain level nor the elastic modulus. In this
study, the electromechanical responses of 5× stretched films are presented. The
miscibility determines blend morphology and consequently many other properties.
For the material system investigated here, miscible blends are desirable. It is known
that P(VDF-CTFE) (CTFE: chlorotrifluoroethylene) is miscible with P(VDF-TrFECFE).
7.2.2

Blends characterization

XRD Characterization
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Previous studies have shown that the high dielectric and electromechanical
properties of P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) originate from the polymer crystalline phase
which is non-polar. To maintain a high dielectric and strain response, other
polymers in the blends should not disturb the non-polar conformations. The XRD
data shows that there is no obvious structural difference in the P(VDF-TrFECFE)/P(VDF-CTFE) blends with 0, 2.5%, 5% and 10% copolymer. The position
and peak width of the terpolymer (110, 200) reflection peaks (~18.20o at room
temperature) do not show any observable change with copolymer content. This peak
represents the non-polar phase of the terpolymer in the blends. There are no other
peaks near this reflection. It indicates that ferroelectric phase does not exist in the
blends at room temperature.
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DSC characterization
High crystallinity degree (Xc) of the terpolymer in the blends is always preferred
because it is the crystalline phase in P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) that determines primarily
its electromechanical performance. In blends with P(VDF-CTFE), the DSC shows
the total heat of the melting of the blends, which is the sum of the terpolymer and
copolymer heat of melting, with 0, 2.5%, 5% and 10% copolymer is 20.0J/g, 21.5J/g,
20.9J/g and 17.2J/g, respectively. The crystallinity of the blends with 2.5%, and 5%
copolymer is improved slightly from that of the neat terpolymer. Similar
phenomena exist in unstretched P(VDF-TrFE-CFE)/P(VDF-CTFE) blend films.
Molecular interactions between terpolymer and copolymer may optimize the
crystallization process, and improve the crystallinity of the blends.
Mechanical Properties
The temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of the P(VDF-CTFE) blends
measured at 1 Hz is shown in Figure 7.8. For temperatures below 10°C, the elastic
modulus of the blends does not change much with the copolymer as expected since
the elastic modulus of the terpolymer and copolymer are nearly the same in this
temperature range (>2 GPa). As temperature increases, the blends modulus
increases with P(VDF-CTFE) due to the much higher elastic modulus of the neat
P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer near room temperature and above. The increase of the
elastic modulus in the blends is more obvious at relatively high temperature. The
insert of Figure 7.8 shows the concentration dependence of the elastic modulus of
the blends films at 20°C, 30°C, 40 °C and 50°C. At 40 °C, the modulus of blends
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with 0, 2.5%, 5% and 10% P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer are 280, 410, 540 and
540MPa, respectively. The elastic modulus of the terpolymer film is nearly doubled
by adding 5.0 wt% P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer only.
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Figure 7.8 Temperature dependence of the elastic modulus measured at 1 Hz for
the blends with 0, 2.5 wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt% P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer. The
insert shows the concentration dependence of elastic modulus of the blend films at
20 C, 30 C, 40 C and 50 C.

Polarization and Electromechanical Response under High Fields
Figure 7.9 presents the maximum value of polarization Pm induced under a given
applied field of amplitude Em for the blends with 0, 2.5 wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt%
P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer. (The Pm and Em are the maximum polarization and
electric field in the P-E curves). The measuring frequency is 10Hz. The data show
that the blend with 2.5 wt% copolymer has nearly the same Pm as that of the neat
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terpolymer, and the increase of the copolymer from 2.5 to 10% lowers the Pm of the
blends. The insert of Figure 7.9 displays the dependence of Pm on the amount of
copolymer in the blends under Em=50, 100, and 150MV/m. The Pm are 60.0, 59,8,
54.4 and 47.3mC/m2 for the blends with 0, 2.5 wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt% copolymer
at 100MV/m. The field-induced polarization of the neat P(VDF-CTFE) is much
lower than that of the neat P(VDF-TrFE-CFE). When the amount of the copolymer
increases, the lower polarization in the copolymer leads to the decrease of the
polarization response in the blends. The fact that even though there is a substantial
increase in the elastic modulus and a reduction in the polarization response in the 5%
blend, the field induced strain only decreases slightly indicate that the strain
response is not from the electrostatic effect (Maxwell stress), but rather
electrostrictive in nature. This is consistent with earlier experimental results.
The field dependence of the transverse strain S1 for the blends with 0, 2.5%,
5% and 10% P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer at room temperature (~20 oC) is shown in
Figure 7.10. For the comparison, the transverse strain of unstretched blend films
with 5 wt% of the P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer is also shown in the figure. Data show
that uniaxial stretching of the blend films raises the strain along the stretching
direction markedly.

The strain S1 of the blend with 2.5 wt% P(VDF-CTFE)

copolymer is nearly the same as that of the neat terpolymer. As the P(VDF-CTFE)
copolymer in the blends increases from 2.5 wt% to 10 wt%, the strain S1 decreases
lightly. At E=150MV/m, the strains are 4.0%, 4.0%, 3.7% and 3.5% for the blends
with 0, 2.5%, 5% and 10% copolymer, respectively. S1 can be increased by
increasing the applied electric field E. In our measurement, the highest transverse
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strain S1 is 7% when E = 245 MV/m for the blend with 2.5% copolymer, which has
the highest breakdown field among all the blend films studied for the strain
measurement.
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Figure 7.9 Em dependence of the Pm of the blends with 0, 2.5%, 5% and 10%
P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer. The insert shows the concentration dependence of the P m
at 50, 100, and 150MV/m.
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Figure 7.10 Field dependence of the transverse strain S1 for the blends with 0, 2.5%,
5% and 10% P(VDF-CTFE) copolymer.

7.3
7.3.1

Conductive polymer electrodes
Conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS

Compliant electrodes which have low elastic modulus but still good conductivity
are desirable in actuator applications. Compared with many other compliant
electrodes such as carbon nanotube composites, conductive silver rubber and micromachined electrodes, conductive polymers have advantages of easy process and
ultra-thin layer coating. In this thesis study, a commercial conductive polymer
solution Baytron® F HC (H.C. Starck) containing poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) is used, the molecular structure of which is
shown in Figure 7.11.[101] In Table 7.1, some features of PEDOT:PSS are
compared with metal electrodes. Although PEDOT:PSS has lower conductivity, the
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modulus is much smaller than the ones of metal, which is very important in actuator
application. The polymeric binders in Baytron® solution improve the adhesion
strength without polymer surface treatment.

Figure 7.11 Molecular structure of PEDOT and PSS.[101]

Table 7.1 Comparison between conductive polymer and metal electrodes.

Material

Modulus (GPa)

Conductivity (S·cm-1)

Chemical bond

PEDOT:PSS

~1

150

Yes

Gold

78.5

452000

No

Aluminum

70

378000

No
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7.3.2

Electrode coating method improvement

Several coating methods for conductive polymer electrode coating have been tried,
which include in-situ polymerization, screen printing, etc. Thickness control and
uniformity are issues which exist in the process using these methods. Besides,
polymerization method suffers low fabrication speed, not compatible with mass
production process. In Figure 7.12, an SEM image shows the coating layer using
screen printing method. It can be seen that the electrodes have not fully covered the
polymer surface due to the metal mesh used for pattern.

Figure 7.12 SEM image of conductive coating using screen printing method.

A mist deposition set-up is designed and installed. The key component is an
ultrasonic atomizer shown in Figure 7.13(a), which has operation frequency of 130
kHz and can generate drop size as small as 12 µm. The Baytron solution is pumped
by a syringe pump with very fine flow control (10 µL/hr) through the tube of the
nozzle. The terpolymer films are put under the fog with ultra-fine droplets, with a
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shadow mask right above the polymer film for pattern formation. To achieve high
uniformity and fine thickness control of electrode coating, the solution is diluted
with IPA with 1:20 ratio. The process is completed with several cycles of deposition,
each of which forms a very thin layer (~nm) coating. Solvent in the coating is
evaporated after each cycle to avoid large liquid drop formation on the polymer
surface. Finally, the coated polymer film is transferred into vacuum oven at 90°C
for complete solvent removal. In this case, the final thickness is controlled around
0.1 µm. A picture of coated terpolymer with patterned PEDOT:PSS electrodes is
shown in Figure 7.13(b).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.13 (a) Ultrasonic spray nozzle for ultrathin conductive polymer coating. (b)
Transparent coating of conductive polymer electrodes.
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7.3.3

Self-healing Effect

In electroactive polymers operated under high electric fields, electric breakdown
will occur due to various reasons. Such an electric breakdown may cause
electroactive polymer film shorting between two electrodes and consequently
catastrophic failure of the electroactive polymer devices. For electroactive polymer
devices, it is highly desirable to have self-healing or graceful failure after electric
breakdown. That is, in an electric breakdown, the adjoining thin conductive
electrodes evaporate and the defect thus becomes isolated, as schematically
illustrated in Figure 7.14. As a result, the electroactive polymer devices will only
lose very small portion of the dielectric after the breakdown and the device can still
operate after the breakdown. There are several methods that can be used to produce
self-healing or graceful failure. One method utilizes the local heating at the
breakdown spot, which can cause evaporation of the electrodes in the surrounding
region and leave an area around the breakdown spot without conductive electrodes.
It is apparent that conductive electrodes with low melting temperature or
evaporating temperature will make it easier for the self-healing to occur. With
conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS the self-healing breakdown happens at much
higher chance than metal electrodes. In Figure 7.15, the conductive polymer coated
P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymer film after self-healing breakdown is shown where
the defect areas are burned leaving insulated holes. Shown in Figure 7.16 is a
comparison of the capacitance and dielectric loss of the conductive polymer
electrode P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymer films before and after the breakdown. In
the breakdown test, the electroded terpolymer films are subjected to a linear ramp.
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Large dielectric loss is seen in these films prior to the breakdown due to the defects
in the conductive polymer electroded films which also cause erroneous reading of
the capacitance from the LCR meter reading. After self-healing, the dielectric loss is
significantly reduced and the capacitance reading is what expected from the
dielectric data of the polymer films. These films can be operated at high fields.

Figure 7.14 Schematic of mechanism of self-healing breakdown.[102]

Figure 7.15 Image of polymer film with conductive polymer electrodes after selfhealing breakdown.
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Figure 7.16 Electrical properties of polymer film with conductive polymer before
and after self-healing breakdown: (a) Dielectric loss. (b) Capacitance.
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7.3.4

Electrode clamping effect

For electroactive polymer films with large strain (> several % strain), metal
electrodes as used in piezoceramic and piezopolymers pose several problems
besides the breakdown issue. First, the metal electrodes have a short lifetime due to
fracture under high strain. In addition, the high elastic modulus of the metal
electrodes will also impose mechanical constraint to the active polymers, which will
reduce the strain level of the active polymer. By using conductive polymer as
electrode, the former issue could be easily solved. The latter issued, identified as
electrode clamping effect, is discussed here.
If there is no external mechanical stress under an applied field E, the
terpolymer film displays intrinsic transverse electrostrictive strains S10 and S20,
along and perpendicular to the film stretching direction, respectively. Due to the
electrode layer clamping effect, the strains will be reduced to S1 and S2:

S1  S10  s11T1 p  s12T2p
S 2  S 20  s22T2p  s12T1 p

(7.2)

where s11 and s22 are the elastic compliances of the EAP along and perpendicular to
p

p

the stretching direction, respectively. T1 and T2 are the clamping stresses to the
polymer film due to the electrode layers.
The transverse strains S1m and S2m in the electrode layer should be the same
as S1 and S2 and the elastic equations for the strains in the electrode layer are:
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S1m  s11mT1m  s12mT2m
m m
S 2m  s22
T2  s12mT1m

m

(7.3)
m

m

m
where s11
and s 22 are the elastic compliances of the electrode layer. T1 and T2

are the stresses exerted to the electrode layer from the polymer film.
Because the clamping force to the polymer film and the stretching force to the
electrode layer should be equal in magnitude with opposite sign, it can be derived
that:

tp
T1m T2m



 A
T1 p T2p
tm

(7.4)

where tm and tp are the total thickness of the electrode layers and the polymer layer,
respectively. A is the thickness ratio between the polymer and electrode layers.
p

p

Substituting T1 and T2 for

T1m and T2m into Eq. 7.3, and for the electrode layer

m
s11m = s22
yields:

S1m   s11mT1 p A  s12mT2p A
S 2m   s11mT2p A  s12mT1 p A

(7.5)

In deriving this equation, S20=0 was used since S20 is much smaller than S10 for the
uniaxially stretched electrostrictive PVDF films. Combining Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5)
yields:
m m
 s11mT2p A  s12mT1 p A  s22
T2  s12mT1m

Since

(7.6)
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m
As11
 s22 p
T1  
T
m 2
s12  As12
p

(7.7)

It can be shown

T2p 

S1
m As  s 22
m
As11
 s12
A
m
s12  As12
m
11

(7.8)

By combining these equations, one can arrive at the strain S1 of the polymer film
under the constraints of the electrode layers:

S1

S10

1
m
s ( As  s22 )  s12 ( s12  As12
)
1  11m
m
m
As11 ( As  s22 )  s12 A( s12  As12
)
m
11
m
11

(7.9)

To further simplify Eq. 7.9, we assume the Poisson‘s ratios for the terpolymer and
the electrode layer to be approximately 0.4 and 1/3, respectively. One can also
introduce
m
s11
B

Ym s11

Yp

(7.10)

where Yp and Ym are the Young‘s moduli of the polymer film along the stretching
direction and electrode layer and s11 

1
1
m
and s11
. For the terpolymer, the

Yp
Ym

elastic compliance s22 perpendicular to the stretching direction is about 5 times of
elastic compliance s11 along the stretching direction. Substituting these into
Eq. (7.9), one can arrive at
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S1

S10 1 

1
( AB  0.2)  0.4(0.4  0.33 AB )
AB ( AB  0.2)  0.33 AB (0.4  0.33 AB )

(7.11)

indicating that the degree of reduction in S1 is related to both the thickness ratio and
the ratio of Young‘s moduli between the polymer and the electrode. Figure 7.17
illustrates how the ratio of S1/S10 changes with total electrode thickness for the metal
electrode (Au, for example, has Y=79 GPa) and conductive polymer electrode (Y=1
GPa) for the terpolymer films with thickness of 5 µm and 10 µm, respectively. The
elastic modulus of the terpolymer film along the stretching direction is 0.5 GPa. The
results show the advantage of using conductive polymer electrodes in reducing the
electrode mechanical constraint effect to the EAP film strain responses. For the
conductive polymer layer thickness in 0.1 to 0.2 µm range, the reduction of the
strain of terpolymer films of 5 to 10 µm thick is quite small. However, when the
conductive polymer layer thickness is comparable to that of terpolymer films, the
strain reduction can be quite significant.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.17 The dependence of the strain ratio of S1/S10 on the electrode thickness
for Au electrode (+) and conductive polymer electrode (o) for EAP film thickness (a)
tp=10 μm and (b) tp= 5 μm.
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7.4
7.4.1

Braille actuator development
Actuator assembly

A roll structure which is shown in Figure 7.18 is designed for Braille display to
reduce the overall dimension of actuators. With several (usually 6 or 8) of these
compact actuators integrated, a Braille actuator cell is fabricated shown in Figure
7.18. In the center of polymer roll, a spring core is used in pre-compress status.
With voltage on, polymer roll with extend in axial direction with the tension from
the spring core; after the voltage becomes off, polymer roll will shrink and pull back
the tip and re-compress the spring core.

Polymer roll
Figure 7.18 Braille actuator cell using P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) polymer roll.
After terpolymer films are coated with thin PEDOT:PSS electrodes, a high
voltage is applied to get rid of defects during self-healing breakdown process. A
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small area thin gold electrode is sputtered for the external contact. To separate the
two electrodes on the two faces of the EAP films in the wound actuator, the
electroded polymer films were bound together by employing the residual solvent in
the films (the solvent content is in 1% to 2% range) under high pressure and at an
elevated temperature to form a bilayer, shown in figure. In the thermal fusing
process, the two thin EAP films were heated to 80 oC under a 1000 lb force (3.6
MPa) for 20 minutes to bond the two layers together. To ensure correct electrical
connection as well as good bonding, the capacitance and the total bilayer film
thickness were measured. The total capacitance should be the sum of the
capacitance of each layer. A soft conductive tape (3M 9713 XYZ conductive tape)
is pre-embedded between the polymer films on top of gold electrode, forming one
contact lead, shown in fig. Another lead is set on one of the external surfaces of the
laminated films. The two external surfaces will be connected after polymer films are
winded on the spring core. A schematic of the fabrication process is presented in
Figure 7.19. A winding machine which provides pre-stress in the spring core and
better control of the fabrication process was built for the fabrication of the Braille
actuators. A commercial spring, spring probe ICT-100 (Interconnect Devices Inc,
Kansas City, KS), was chosen as the core on which the EAP film is wound. The
bilayer film was wound on the spring core to form the Braille actuator. The
diameter of the spring core is 1.37 mm and the total length is 60 mm. The spring
constant is about 225 N/m. After winding, both ends of the EAP film are glued to
the spring by Devcon 5-minute epoxy (Riviera Beach, FL). Care has to be taken in
handling very thin polymer films in this fabrication process to ensure that the films
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are not damaged. The total length of active polymer film is about 34 mm and Figure
7.20 presents a photograph of a finished actuator.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7.19 (a) Schematic of contact lead assembly. (b) Schematic of EAP film
before winding.
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Figure 7.20 Picture of the EAP Braille actuator.

7.4.2

Test results of Braille actuators

The Braille actuator performance was characterized and compared with
requirements of commercial Braille actuators. Using the strain measurement set-up
(Figure 2.18) in chapter 2, the displacement versus voltage is measured and drawn
in Figure 7.21(a). In the current design, the EAP film thickness is ~6 µm. The data
shows that the total displacement of actuator is 1mm under 100 MV/m, which
corresponds to 3 % strain in the EAP film. The result indicates that after the
complex process, very little strain has been reduced compared with original polymer
films and the roll actuator is a good structure design. For a Braille display, the
minimum dot displacement is 0.5 mm and hence, the compact Braille actuator
developed here is more than adequate to meet the displacement requirement of the
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Braille dots. The blocking force is measured by pushing back the actuator roll after
it elongates with certain displacement. A weight scale Adventurer SL, AS214
(Ohaus Corporation, Pine Brook, NJ) is used to measure the blocking force and the
data are shown in Figure 7.21(b). It is found with 0.5 mm displacement the actuator
can generate blocking force of 1.2 N. For a typical refreshable Braille displays, the
force level of the dots is in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 N. Both of the strain and stress
outputs of terpolymer film in a roll actuator configuration have exceeded the
requirements of a commercial Braille actuator. Operation voltage could be further
reduced by improving polymer processing technology to achieve good quality film
with smaller thickness.
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Figure 7.21 (a) Displacement of the tip (the Braille dot) of the Braille actuator. (b)
Blocking force of the Braille Actuator. Solid point, experiment data and solid line, a
linear fitting to the experiment data.
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7.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, the field-activated P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymer is studied from
material improvement to device fabrication, demonstrating the different approaches
of improving performance from the ones ionic EAP study. Polymer blends with
high modulus polymers mixed in terpolymer are studied to increase elastic energy
density by increasing polymer modulus while keeping strain reduction minimum.
Through the study, P(VDF-CTFE) is found to be able to realize this improvement.
We demonstrate that P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) is miscible with P(VDF-CTFE) and the
room temperature Young‘s modulus can be markedly improved. The maximum
transverse strains of the P(VDF-CTFE) blends are about 4.5%~7.0%. Under a
constant field, the slight decrease of the strain with the increase of the amount of the
copolymer is attributed to the decrease of polarization in the blends. The elastic
energy density of the blend with 5 wt% P(VDF-CTFE) shows the increase of 65%
in comparison with the values of the neat terpolymer; whereby, the elastic energy
density of the terpolymer based actuator polymers can be readily enhanced with low
cost, easy, and reproducible processing technique. The conductive polymers
PEDOT:PSS are used as electrodes to replace metal electrode with two benefits
achieved: reduced electrode clamping effect and increased self-healing breakdown
effect. Deposition method has been improved for uniform electrode coating with
controlled thickness. Theoretical model for electrode clamping effect has been built
and used to compare conductive polymer and metal electrodes. Capacitance and
dielectric loss are measured before and after self-healing breakdown and found that
conductive polymer provides enhanced self-healing effect. After preparation
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completion of terpolymer film and electrode materials, Braille display actuators
have been designed and fabricated with other components and self-built facilities.
Performance of the compact actuators has been tested with 1mm displacement
under 100 MV/m electrical field and 1.2 N force output at 0.5mm which is the
typical displacement requirement for real application Braille display.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

8.1

Conclusion

This dissertation has presented the work to develop high performance electroactive
polymers (EAPs) for compact actuator applications with promising performance of
large strain, fast speed and high efficiency. Two major groups of EAPs, ionic and
field-activated EAPs (iEAPs and FEAPs), were studied. The enhancement of EAP
performance was carried out from basic material properties to device design and
fabrication for improved strain, stress, elastic energy density and electromechanical
efficiency. Different approaches were used to achieve performance goals in
actuators with different EAPs.
For iEAPs, this dissertation shows that conductor network composite (CNC)
electrodes are the engine of IPCNC actuators and play a key role in determining the
performance of IPCNC actuators. The slow response of traditional ionic polymer
actuator (several seconds) is primarily caused by low ionic conductivity (one or two
orders of magnitude lower than in pure ionomers with the same amount electrolytes)
in CNC regions due to non-optimized morphology of the electrical conductors. In
IPCNC or IPMC actuator development history, several generations of CNC have
been created, gradually achieving higher performance actuators with large strain
(3.3%) in RuO2/Nafion composite actuators and controllable thickness (µm range)
during the electrode fabrication process. By studying actuator performance with
different CNC parameters, it was found that the morphology and thickness of CNCs
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have great impact on the strain, speed and efficiency of IPCNC actuators. The layerby-layer (LbL) self-assembly technique provides conformal coating of molecules or
colloids with thickness range from Å to nm for each layer. With such promising
features, the LbL technique was introduced in CNC electrode fabrication, creating
well-packed nanoparticles in the composites on ionomer surface with sub-micron
thickness. Large strain (6.8%) was found in actuators with LbL CNCs due to the
improved morphology of nanoparticles. Strain response time was greatly reduced to
0.18 s, much smaller than 1.03 s in actuators with 3 µm RuO2/Nafion CNCs. Also,
both electrical and electromechanical efficiency were increased in LbL CNCs
compared with RuO2/Nafion composite with larger thickness. This is the first time
IPCNC actuators have been fabricated with well-confined CNC electrodes. The LbL
technique also creates the opportunity of introducing other nanomaterials in IPCNC
actuator fabrication with thin and uniform coating.
We further demonstrated the effect of CNC morphology on IPCNC actuator
speed and efficiency by using controlled morphology CNCs in which large volume
fraction vertically aligned carbon nanotubes are filled with Nafion. In previous
studies on CNC electrodes, it was found that ionic conductivity is reduced by one or
two orders of magnitude in CNC electrodes compared with the one in pure
ionomers. In both RuO2/Nafion and Au particle LbL CNCs, the ionic conductivity is
near 10-5 S·cm-1 while in pure Nafion with same amount of ionic liquid EMI Tf the
value is nearly 60 times larger, around 6×10-4 S·cm-1. One major reason is that the
presence of conductor fillers block ion transport path in CNC layers. Furthermore,
the tortuous ion transport paths caused by randomly packed nanomaterials in CNC
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electrodes slow down ion transport speed. With the VA-CNT alignment, the
ionomer between the natotubes form ordered structure and hence faster ion transport
speed. The ionic conductivity is around 10-4 S·cm-1, nearly 10 times larger than the
one in LbL CNCs. On the other hand, the IPCNC actuator with 12 µm thick VACNT/Nafion composite electrodes has 0.82 s strain response time which is shorter
than the one in the actuator with 3 µm RuO2/Nafion composite. Another benefit of
controlling CNC morphology is presented which is increased electromechanical
efficiency and hence large strain generation (~8.2%) in the desired direction (length
direction of IPCNC actuators). The alignment of VA-CNT lies in the actuator
thickness direction, which creates anisotropic mechanical property yielding strain in
the thickness direction. The anisotropic elastic property was also proven by
comparing dimension change of pure Nafion and the CNC/Nafion composite after
soaking with ionic liquids. It was found that CNC/Nafion composite has much
smaller increase in CNT alignment direction (thickness direction) than in the
perpendicular direction (lateral direction). The aligned CNTs in thickness direction
also provide continuous electrical connection; while in random nanocomposite
electrode, high volume fraction of nanoparticles is required to overcome poor
electrical connection between particles.
Besides improvement work done on CNC electrodes, we continue to move
toward increasing actuator speed and efficiency by studying ionic liquids with
different ion sizes and association energy. The electrolyte is another key component,
which has a much broader selection than CNC materials, yet only a limited number
of them can reach optimized performance. The ionic liquids as a major group of
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electrolyte are selected based on their advanced features over traditional aqueous
and non-aqueous organic solvents. Some distinct properties include extremely high
ionic conductivity (with highest value near 10-1 S·cm-1), almost non-volatile, and
high electrochemical window (> 3 V). Based on several previous studies on ion
size effect on actuator performance, four imidazolium ionic liquids, [EMI+][Tf-],
[EMI+][BF4-], [BMI+][Tf-] and [BMI+][BF4-], featuring different cation (size of
[BMI]+ > [EMI]+) and anion (size of [Tf]- > [BF4]-) sizes as well as different binding
energies between cations and anions, were chosen for the study. The ab initio
calculation was used to calculate the ion volume and determine possible ion cluster
status which have four situations: single ion, ion pair, triple ion and ion quadrupole.
The ionic liquids were soaked into 3 µm RuO2/Nafion CNC actuators which are
extensively studied and mature platforms for comparing ion size effect. The
IPCNCs with [EMI+][Tf-] which has smallest cation and weakest binding anion,
exhibit the shortest charging time and strain response time, and the highest EDLC
capacitance, among all the ILs studied. In contrast, the IPCNCs with [EMI+][BF4-]
display the longest charging time and smallest EDLC capacitance (or the smallest
amount of charge stored). This difference is likely caused by the large contribution
of triple ions to the ion transport and charge storage at EDLC for [EMI+][BF4-]
because it has the strongest binding energies between cation and anion. On the other
hand, for the strain response, it is the IPCNCs with [BMI+][BF4-] that exhibit the
longest strain response time, which is quite different from the charging data. The
experimental results indicate that the strain response speed (time) depends on both
the ionic transport in the CNC layers and the details of the strain cancellation effect
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between the two oppositely charged ions. Moreover, although large difference exists
(more than 4 times) in the capacitance or total charge stored in CNC layers among
the ILs studied, the difference in the saturated strain generated in the IPCNCs is not
very large (2% strain for [BMI+][BF4-] vs 1.5% for [EMI+][Tf-]. As a result, due to
the smallest amount of charges stored in the CNC layers, the IPCNCs with
[EMI+][BF4-] exhibits the highest electromechanical efficiency.
Some other actuator configurations were designed and fabricated, with the
principles concluded from studying the key components of actuators, i.e. CNCs and
electrolytes in the bending actuators. The linear actuators are fabricated in order to
realize large stress output in iEAPs and they are also research tools to study strain
response in cathode and anode individually. The linear actuator investigated
exhibits an average strain of 0.9% and -1.2% under negative and positive 3.5 V
applied, which is not symmetric with respect to the positive and negative voltage.
FEAPs
The modulus of P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) relaxor ferroelectric polymer is increased by
blending other polymers with larger modulus such as P(VDF-CTFE). The strain
reduction is kept to minimum due to exclusion of additive polymer in crystal phase
of P(VDF-TrFE-CFE). The maximum transverse strains of the blends are about 4.5%
~ 7.0%. Under a constant field, the slight decrease of the strain with the increase of
the amount of the copolymer is attributed to the decrease of polarization in the
blends. The total modulus Y of these blends is increased; e.g. modulus is nearly
doubled with only 5wt% P(VDF-CTFE) added compared with neat P(VDF-TrFE-
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CFE) terpolymers. The elastic energy density and electromechanical coupling factor
of the blend with 5 wt% copolymer show the increase of 65% and 20% in
comparison with the values of the neat terpolymer. The conductive polymer
PEDOT:PSS is introduced to replace metal electrodes for less electrode clamping
effect and more self-healing breakdown. A mist deposition set-up is built for a thin
(0.1 µm) and uniform coating of PEDOT:PSS. The conductive polymer with a low
modulus (1 GPa) has only less than 10% strain reduction with a 0.2 µm thickness
coating, while with metal the strain reduction is more than 80%. It was also found
that by using conductive polymer electrodes, self-healing breakdown happens in the
polymer defect area under high electrical field (~ MV/m) which prevents
catastrophic breakdown in the whole device. A compact actuator with P(VDFTrFE-CFE) terpolymers coated with PEDOT:PSS conductive polymer electrode
was then fabricated for full page Braille display application. The polymer film was
wound onto a spring core with 1.5 mm diameter and 30 mm length. With 3% strain
in the polymer under 100 MV/m electrical field, the total displacement of the
actuator exceeds 1 mm which is more than the requirement of a standard Braille
display. A 1.2 N force output is also generated at this displacement.
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8.2

Future work

A few more improvement of the presented work are provided in this section.
1) Single ion conductors should be investigated. As in our previous results, both
cations and anions move under voltage, causing a strain cancellation effect. On
the other hand, the current is larger in IL systems with two types of mobile ions,
leading to low efficiency. The traditional single ion conductor has low ionic
conductivity. Therefore research efforts should be made to enhance
conductivity for fast actuation speed. From previous study in this dissertation,
the ionic conductivity of single ion conductors should be larger than 10-4 S·cm-1
for fast actuation speed. In addition, some solvents could be soaked in single ion
conductors for increased speed and they should have similar features with ionic
liquids, such as low evaporation rate and high electrochemical window.

2) Different polymer matrices which can provide fast ion transport speed and
effectively couple the excess ion volume change to the macro scope strain
should be investigated in IPCNC actuators. Dielectric constant, ion channel
dimensions, modulus and several other parameters greatly affect IPCNC speed,
strain and efficiency. For example, perfluorosulfonic polymers with sulfonic
acid groups with different chain length and density should be compared. The
chain length of sulfonic groups could determine how strong ions could interact
with polymer matrix and hence strain generation. The density of sulfonic groups
could affect the ionic conductivity in these polymers. The polymer matrices
could be extended to other types of polymers besides ionomers. One candidate
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could be PVDF which features high dielectric constants (≈ 12), which could
facilitate fast ion conduction. Other polymers based on PVDF could also be
investigated, which provide flexibility of performance design. In order to realize
ion conduction in these polymers, porous structures should be built by creating
cross-linking and dissolving the non-cross-linked part of polymers.
3) Metal electrodes provide high conductivity but they cause electrode clamping
effect due to their large elastic modulus, which becomes more severe when
CNC layers are thinned for increasing speed. Corrugated electrodes (Figure 8.1a)
which could be fabricated using soft lithography techniques transferring pattern
from mold (Figure 8.1b) to CNC surfaces, have potentials to alleviate the
electrode clamping effect. Followed by fabrication method development, the
effect of width and height of the curves on IPCNC actuator performance should
be investigated.

Figure 8.1 (a) Schematic of IPCNC actuators with curved surface. (b) SEM of mold
for curved CNC fabrication.
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4) More work should be done on IPCNC linear actuators. CNCs with higher
volume fraction CNTs could be competent candidates in the linear actuators due
to the following reasons: (i) A higher electromechanical coupling coefficient
could be achieved in higher volume fraction CNT composite, which will lead to
increased strain and total efficiency. (ii) Linear actuators provide a large force
output which is more of interest in practical application. Combined with the
large strain and high speed VA-CNT composite, a linear actuator with many
promising features could bring great impact in many areas, especially where the
low operation voltage is required. (iii) Energy harvesting with high efficiency
could be achieved in the linear actuators with high volume fraction CNT
composite electrodes. The polarization of ions due to mechanical stimulus will
lead to surface charges and hence possible energy harvesting ability. The high
electrical conductivity due to continuous conductors could assure high
conversion efficiency by collecting charges within the composite electrode to
external circuits.
CNC layers are the only active layer which generate strain in IPCNC
actuators. Current CNC layers could hardly be free-standing and usually
supporting layer(s) are needed in a linear actuator (chapter 6), which introduces
extra load and reduces displacement of the actuators. In order to achieve largest
displacement from one CNC layer in a linear actuator, robust CNC layers
should be fabricated which could be free-standing without supporting layers.
Soft polymer electrolyte which provides small force restriction on the working
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electrode should be used in between the working and counter electrode of a
linear IPCNC actuator.
5) From previous studies, the reduced dimensions will greatly increase actuator
response speed. In addition, much larger number of actuators could be
fabricated in a small area, forming a large density actuator array. Due to the low
operation voltage of i-EAPs, they have advantages of direct integration with
microelectronics and being controlled individually. These actuators-on-chip will
have great impact in many applications such as optical communication and
micro-fluidic devices. Preliminary results of 20 actuators/mm2 has been
achieved on CNT/Nafion composite with 20 Vf% CNT and 2mm × 2mm
dimension. Focused ion beam is used to trim a piece of composite into several
strips depending on actuator dimension requirement. A typical ―comb‖ pattern
of those strips is shown in Figure 8.2, with one end of the strips clamped and
the other one free to move. The strips are cut through in both thickness and
lateral directions so that each one is electrically isolated from others. The SEM
image of one line comb actuators is shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.2 Top view of micro-actuator array.
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Figure 8.3 ―Comb‖ pattern in a piece of CNT/Nafion CNC showing 8 strips of
micro-actuators.

For IPCNC actuators in fast speed applications such as optical switches, the
resonance frequency should be taken in consideration. The formula for fundamental
resonance frequency f is

(8.1)
where t is sample thickness, L is sample length, Y is Young's modulus, and ρ is
sample density. By reducing sample length the resonance frequency will be
increased most compared with other parameter changes.
6) Modeling of ion transport and storage in ionic conductors in plane geometry
and in porous conductive composite electrodes should be carried out. Computer
modeling should also be carried out with proper algorithm to stimulated
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distributed electrical elements in CNC layers, to overcome current limitation
caused by limited number of elements. In addition, the modeling should include
mechanical and electromechanical processes.
7) Insulation layer coated electrodes should be fabricated for increasing efficiency.
Strain energy is fixed for an excess ion in an ionomer or CNC matrix, but the
electric energy is not the same, since charge transfer is prevented by the
blocking layer. Also, operation voltage could be increased for higher power.
8) More statistical analysis techniques for experimental data should be added in
future actuator test. Although data quality should be improved, certain numbers
of samples (> 10) should be reached during characterization process for
statistical analysis. The actuator performance is determined by electrical,
mechanical and material properties simultaneously, and hence the test data may
distribute broadly. Design of experiments should be performed in order to
simplify analysis process. Statistical analysis software such as SAS® and
Minitab® could be used for quick and standard data processing.
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